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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, September 4, 1969

In Our 90th Year
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AUTOGRAPH PARTY — Following arrl veil of tit* 1968-69 University School yearbook
at Murray State University, these three lassies take time nut from chucking its contents to
autograph each other's books. They are, left to right: Elliot Thitloff, a sophomor• and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Tietloff; Bath Garrison, senior and daughtir of Mr. and
Mrs. James E Garrison, and Carolyn Hendon, a 1969 graduate and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert L. Hendon. Miss Garrison will edit the 1969-70 edition of the book, which will be
the last prodireed since the high school grades ars being discontinued at Ow school Ow
this year.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

Seen&Heard Nunn Declares Period Of
Around
Mourning For Montgomery
Murray

FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
Gov. Louie B. Nunn has called
for a five-day mourning period
When the lightning started this following the traffic deaths
dog
the
Lady
early,
morning
Wednesday of the chief judge
started lieretching on the side of Kentucky's Court of Appeals
of the bed. She was scared and and his wife.
wanted closer company. W e
Morris C. Montgomery, 62,
hauled her up. She used to and his wife, Frances, 54, were
jump up on the bed, but her killed when their car was crushfourteen years have -held her ed by a semi-trailer truck, 2%
to the floor pretty well.
miles west of Nashville, ill., on
U.S. 460.
Ho Chi Minh has died, how Montgomery, who acquired
elany
eer this will not have
his nickname of "The Hanging
ect upon the policy of Red Judge" after he made a vigor"thins. Any idea that this will ous law-and-order speech last
change things would be wish- 'January, and his wife, were on
ful thinking.
their way home to Lawrenceburg after attending a convenWe've had enough rain for a
tion of judges in Colorado.
house.
while at our
Nunn, enroute home from
the National Governors ConferHoward Koenen has an old Tom
ence at Colorado Springs, said
Cat that stays gone for three through his office here that he
weeks at a time.
is deeply saddened by the tragic loss.
When he returns he looks as
"This is not only a shocking
though he had been dragged personal loss of a man whom
through a briar patch.
I admired greatly, but it is ale() a tremendous loss to the
at
on
going
commotion
More
Kentucky judiciary and the peothe south end of South 16th ple of this state," Nunn said.
Street than you can shake a
Nunn said he and Mrs. Nunn
stick at. Earth moving, street had visited with Judge and
Mrs. Montgomery in Colorado
(Continued On Page Ten)
Springs Saturday, as the Mont-
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Record Enrollment Expected
At MSU Again This Year
Another record enrollment
at Murray State University is
expected when fall semester
classes begin in September, Okoarcking to Wilson Gantt, registrar and dean of admissions

Father Of Local
Women Is Injured
In Accident Monday

A. J. (Julian) Hughes of Paducah Route Three, formerly
of Calloway County, was injured seriously in an automobile
accident on Monday.
He suffered a brain concusi
ion and was scheduled to und
ergo surgery today for multip:e
fractures at the Western Bap
List Hospital, Paducah.
Bob Hargrove was elected as
Hughes is the father of Mrs.
8th president of the seventh grade
Norville Cole, 400 South 8
class at Kirlcsey Elementary
•Street, Murray, and of Mrs.
School in the class election
Kirksey.
of
Roy Rose
held on Tuesday.
Named as vice-president was
Keith Wilkerson. Steve Simmons is ihe secretary, Sherri
McKinney is the treasurer, and
Jan Todd is the reporter.
Towery,
Rhonda
Marilyn
The medalist for the regular Green, and Larry Gieb were
ladies day golf held at the Oaks named to the games commitCountry Club on Wednesday tee. The refreshment commit.
tee is composed of Kathy Sandwas Saundra Edwards.
Laura Parker had second low ers, Janet Black, and Karen
and Virginia Jones got the prize Carter.
Mrs. Lucille 'Potts, teacher.
for blind hole.
Golf hostess for the day was presided at the meeting until
Kathryn Outland.
the new president was elected

Officers Elected
lEly Seventh Grade

Oaks Medalist Is
Saundra Edwards

50

.1111.1•••

"We anticipate registration
of over 7,500 students—an increase of about five per cent
over the enrollment figure for
1968," Gantt added.
Final enrollment Last year
for the fall term numbered 7,334, making the second time
any semester enrollment at
Murray State had surpassed 7,000. The spring semester enrollment totaled 6,737 last year.
Gantt credits the student gain
for this year to the large ntunber of junior college transfers
and the upgrading and increas(Continued On Paige Ton)
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Drawings For
Blinds Will
Be Saturday

gornerys were enroute home
from a judicial conferee in
Denver.
Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford, acting
governor in Nunn's absence, ordered state flags flown at half
mast through Saturday.
The bodies were to be return(Continued On Page Ton)

at the Murray Art Guild, located on East Main Street by the
Bank of Murray.
Lumley is a graduate of Calloway County High School
where he had three years of
art and on awards night was
given a scholarship in art to
attend Murray State University. He later declined to enter
Murray so that he could attend
a commercial art school in the
near future.
Gerald has been a member
of the Murray Art Guild for only a few weeks. He first took
an interest in art at about the
age of ten and when he was
fourteen won second place in a
drawing contest conducted by
Art Instruction, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn. The next year he was
awarded his second certificate
of merit by the same corporation and also received a letter
from the judges which read in
the closing lines: "The drawing
submitted indicates talent which
in our opinions should be developed".
Within the past three years
Gerald has attended the high
school honors art workshop at
Murray State University where
he has received a scholarship
certificate for each year of attendance.
The Art Guild is open from
11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Tuesday
through Saturday. Everyone is
welcome to come in to see all
the works of the guild members which are for sale by the
artists.

Two traffic collisions occurred Wednesday in the city limits of Murray, according to the
investigating reports filed by
the officers of the Murray Police Department. No injuries
were reported.
The first accident occurred
at 4:35 p.m. on Sycamore Street
at South 12th Street.
Cars involved were a Ford
two door hardtop driven by Delores Lee McDougal of Murray
Route Six, and a 1968 Buick
four door station wagon owned by Jerry Stallons of Murray
Route Four and driven by Bobby Dean Starks, 1600 West
Main Street, Murray.
Both cars were going west
on Sycamore Street when the
McDougal car stopped for the
intersection at 12th and Sycamore. The Buick collided with
the Ford in the. rear end, according to the police report.
Damage to the McDougal car
was on the rear end and to the
Stallons car on the front end.
Five minutes later a one car
accident occurred on North 4th
Street in front of Fashion 220.
Jerry Musgrow, 217 Spruce
Street, driving a 1969 Pontiac
two door hardtop, told the police that a car pulled out in
front of him, and he lost eoptrol of his car hitting the Fashion 220 sign, according to the
police report.
Damage to the Pontiac was
on the right side.

NOTICE

WEATHER REPORT

A work day will be held at
Hendon Cemetery near Model,
Tennessee on Saturday, September 13. Please bring shovels and rakes and other tools
to level the ground. If you cannot be present to work, donations to hire work done may
be sent to Mrs. Roy Irvan, 717
Sycamore Street, Murray, Ky.
42071.
SUFFERS BROKEN ANKLE

Mrs. Paul Dill of 507 Vine
Street suffered a broken ankle
in a fall at her home. She is
now recuperating at home and
will appreciate cards and let•
ters.

United Press International
Scattered thundershowers
with little change in temperatures and considerable cloud.
mess will dominate the Kentucky weather through Friday,
according to the weather bureau.
High temperatures today will
be in the 80s. Lows tonight will
range in the 60s.
Kentucky Lake: 7 a. m. 356.0,
no change; below dam 301.5, no
change, no gates open.
Barkley Lake: 7 a. m. 355.9,
down 0.1; below darn 302.2,
down 0.3.
Sunrise 6:30; sunset 7:21.
Moon rises 12:08 a. m.

Vol. LXXXX No. 209

1611-7-Trow— Ho Chi Minh Dies
At 19, No Policy
Change Expected
-;
‘
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GOLDEN POND, Ky. — Waterfowl hunters are urged to
attend the drawing to be held
at 2 p. m., Saturday, September 6 at the Land Between the
Lakes wildlife office in Golden
Pond for duck and goose blind
sites along the west shore of
Lake Barkley. Registration for
the 2 p. m. drawing will begin
at noon.
The Land Between the Lakes
wildlife staff and Kentucky
Conservation Officers will stake
blind sites from the Henry R.
Lawrence Bridge on U. S. 68
north to river mile 57.3 and
from river mile 52.7 north to
Mammoth Furnace Creek. That
portion of the Lake Barkley
shoreline and mud flats along
the Conservation Education Center from river mile 52.7 to 57.3
wit! be closed to hunting.
A Kentucky hunting license
and a Federal migratory waterfowl stamp are required to participate in the drawing. A Land
Between the Lakes small game
permit is also required and may
be cbtaine.d at the time of the
drawing free of charge or at
the information office in Golden Pond from 7 a. m. to 5
p. m. Monday through Friday
and 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. on Saturday and Sunday.
Saturday, September 6, will
be the only opportunity for waterfowl hunters to apply for
blind sites on the west shore
of Lake Barkley within the area
designated above.
Successful applicants for waterfowl blind sites may build
only temporary blinds which
must be removed within 30 days
after the end of the waterfowl
season. Waterfowl hunting dates
and bag limits will be announced later this fall.

Gerald Ray Lumley
Art Works Now
At Art Guild
Traffic Collisions
Occur Wednesday;
The art works of Gerald Ray
shown
being
now
Lumley are
No One Injured

104 Per Copy

By DANIEL SOUTHERLAND

SAIGON (UPI) — "You will
kill 10 of our men and we will
kill one of yours, and in the
end it will be you who tires of
it."

41,4
Ho Chi Minh

Red Cross Chapter Collects
$500 For Victims Of Camille
Two Alarm Fire Is
Reported Today At
Insurance Agency

erating . the south of our country.", "
Ho was respected even in the
south, and be-came known as
"Uncle Ho," a man who devoted his life to fighting the foreign troops who came to Indochina.

Ho Chi Minh lived long enough to see his simple philoHe had lived to see the Japsophy of war begin to hod
anese invaders driven out and
fightof
years
eight
true after
he had led the fight that ended
ing the world's greatest milit- 50 years of French
colonialism.
ary power in the jungles of To the end
he was confident
South Vietnam.
North Vietnam would triumplHanoi Radio today announced in the current
war.
his death, leaving North VietAmerican officials believe the
nam without the wisp of a
fellow who had inspired his aeath of North Vietnamese Pre
people through 24 years of war, sident Ho Chi Minh probabl
first against the French and will have no substantial effect
on Hanoi's war policy for the
then in South Vietnam.
The broadcast said the 79- foreseeable future.
They expect his survivors ayeanold President died Wednesday of a "sudden, very ser- mong the leadership to- conious heart attack . . . due to tinue much the same policies-./
his advanced age and serious on the battlefield and at the
ailment." He had been sick for peace table because all of them
weeks.
have been intimately engaged
The government ordered a in implementing those policies
week of mourning for Ho, be- for many years.
ginning today, but no funeral
The consensus was that any
plans were announced. All flags significant. change in Hanoi's •
and pictures of Ho were to be attitude or actions could come
bordered in black, the order only after enough time has,
passed to erode the powerful
said.
The final weeks of 1;is life effect of his personality on the
had seen his philosophy of pat- country and the Hanoi politience bear fruit as the United ical regime.
States, weary of a seemingly
Even those few officials who
winless war, began pulling its at times had underestimated
in life had no inclination to
troops out of Vietnam.
Hanoi Radio urged Ho's peo- downgrade the effect the legple to continue to "channel all endary 79-year-old figure would
our will and forces into the have in death.
This did not mean, the U.S.
great cause of fighting and defeating the U.S. aggressors. lib(Continued On Peg. Ton)

Of the over 66.000 families
who suffered losses when Hurricane Camille devastated the
gulf coast nearly 20,000 families are expected to seek Red
Cross rehabilitation assistance, The Murray Fire Department
according to a spokesman for answered a two alarm fire this
the American Red Cross.
morning at 6:50 to the In:surThis assistance, aimed at ance Agency of Joe H. Spann
those _families lacking adequate at 1310 Main Street.
resources for their own recov- Firemen said lightning had
ery, provides help in rebuild- struck a television set in the
ing and repairing of homes, house. The TV set was taken
replacing essential furniture, outside immediately and no
paying medical expenses, pur- other fire damage occurred;
chasing occupational equipment however considerable smoke
and other needs. The astistance damage was reported.
will be a gift, not a loan, said
Two trucks were used to anthe spokesman.
swer the call with fourteen reEmergency aid is still being gular firemen and one volungiven to those in shelters and teer firemen.
Red Cross professional staff and
twiny Volunteer workers arc
ntiwiaissa to diseases' the foodj
and clothing which has poured
into the area from churches,
organizations, and individuals.
Students from Tulane University in New Orleans drove te. (26FR056204)
USS LEAHY
Red Cross headquarters where (FHTNC) Aug.
26 — Boatstheir help was eagerly accept- wain's Mate Third
Class Donald
ed. Within a short time they N. Blalock, USN,
son of Mr. and
were oriented and put to work. Mrs. H. Nelson
Blalock of 1309
Twenty
eight First Aid stat- Poplar St., Murray, Ky., is
parions are being maintained by ticipating in UNITAS-X,
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
choppers carrying South Vietwhile
Red Cross nurses and Volun- serving aboard the guided
SAIGON (UPI) — The U.S. namese mercenaries hired by
misteers.
sile frigate USS i.eahy.
Command reported today for the Green Berets to an action
Locally, many of our citi- UNTTAS-X is a
series of na- the first time that Allied troops
(Continued On Page Ten)
zens are donating toward the val exercises being
conducted had battled Communist troops
Hurricane Camille Fund, ac- by the Navy's U. S.
Atlantic inside Cambodia. The incident
cording to Jean Blankenship of Fleet along with Navy and Air occurred
after a U.S. helicopter
the local Red Cross chapter. Force units from several South was
downed by groundfire in
The Calloway County Chapter American countries in South Cambodian
territory.
has released the latest list of American waters.
Spokesmen said the pilot of
contributors who are Wade
This year's exercise will mark the chopper was forced to land
Crawford, Lee Bell, George Ar- the tenth consecutive year that one
mile inside Cambodia MonRev. Terry Sills will be the
nett, Hugh Arnett, Brent Out- the U. S. Navy has conducted
day after it was hit while car- speaker at the revival meeting
land, Grace Williams, Helen such training exercises. This rying
troops on an assault on to be held at the Kirirsey Bap.
Donelson, Gladys Faries, Mrs. decade of operations has been
the South Vietnamese side of tist Church starting Monday,
J. H. Thurman, Rube White, one of significant progress in
the frontier.
September 8.
Virginia Peters, Roberta Whit- promoting inter-American naThe U.S. Command also anServices will be held each
nah, Mildred Adams, Mand val cooperation and improved
nounced 15 Americans were evening at 7:30 p m. through
Wrather, M. 0. Wrather, Hir- standards of proficiency by the
,killed Tuesday and Wednesday the following Sunday, Septemam Tucker, Leonard Vaughn, participating units.
in South Vietnam in the crashes ber 14, when the annual homeMurray Fabrics, Aubry FarmAlso traveling with the U. S. of an AC47 "Spooky" fixed wing coming will
be held at the
er, Prentice Lassiter, Doris ships is the Navy's show band.
gunship and a helicopter.
church.
Steely, A. B. Jewell, Mary Bell The musicians will tour South
The helicopter forced down
Rev. Sills, now pastor of the
Jones, Jean Colson, Mrs. George America representing the U. S.
in Cambodia was one of three Sinking Springs Baptist Church,
Ed Overby, F. H. Graham, Mrs. to audiences ranging from In
is a former pastor of the KirkA. D. Wallace, Onnie Skinner, dian families in the Hinterland
sey Church. He will also be
Marie Skinner, L. C. Winches- to the sophisticated crowds of
speaking at both the morning
ter, Lester Nanny, Leslie Put- the big cities.
and evening services on Sepnam. Virgil Stewart, Lee Wartember 14. A basket lunch will
ren Fox, Charles Farris, Cleo
be served at noon and special
Sykes, Byron T4Iley, Mrs. HarTemple Hill Lodge No. 276
singing by the Smith Brothers
ry Sledd, Gus Robertson, Sr.
Free and Accepted Masons will Quartet
will be held in the afApproximately $500.00 of the
meet in regular communication ternoon.
on Saturday, September 6, at
S1000.00 goal set by the local
The church pastor, Rev. Da7:30 p.m.
chapter has been collected. The
vid Brasher, invites the public
The annual family picnic will to attend. W. A.
National Red Cross sent $4356.Erwin is the
00 to Calloway County during
be held on Sunday, September song leader.
14, after the 11 a.m. church
the 1968 tornado. Donations
may be given to Lester Nanny,
service. Members and their
families are asked ID come to
M. 0. Wrather, mailed to Box
488, or left at the chapter ofthe lodge after the church services.
fice in the courthouse.

Donald Blaylock
Participating In
Naval Exercises

***

Allied Troops Battle Reds On
Cambodian Soilfor First Time
Rev. Terry Sills
Evangelist For
Kirksey Revival

Temple Hill Lodge
To Meet Saturday

Wiener Roast Is
Planned At Oaks

Rod & Reel Stolen
From Car In Murray
H. S. Robertson of 1610 Calloway Avenue reported to the
Murray Police Department that
a rod and reel, Ambassador
5000, was stolen from his car
sometime between three and
five p.m. on Wednesday.
Robertson reported the theft
to the police at 6:45 p.m. Wednesday. He said the steel rod
had a plug screwed into the
handle. The rod and reel was
taken out of the car white it was
parked at either Gibson's Food
Locker, Rudy's Restaurant, or
Parker's Food Market, Robertson told police.

The Omicron Alpha cnapter

Lynn Grove School of the Tau Phi Lambda sororof the Woodmen of the
Names Cheerleaders ity
World will hold a rummage
sale on Saturday, September 6,
The Lynn Grove seventh and from eight a.m, to
two p.m. on
eighth grades met in the school the west side of
the court
gym on Friday, August 29, to square.
elect cheerleaders for the corn. Children's
clothing, houseing basketball season to begin hold items, and
toys will be
in October.
sold. The proceeds will go to
Named
by
the
student
body
GRAVELY ILL — Senate Re
purchase playground equipment
publican leader Everett M. for the position of cheerlead- for the Paradise Friendly Home
Dirksen, 73, of Illinois unclor. ers were Regina Lockhart,
went dangerous surgery for the Phyllis Adams, Melinda Tayremoval of a cancerous tumor lor, Zandra Morris, Vicky ButONE ARRESTED
from his lung recently. Al- terworth, and LaRhea Miller.
Miss
Lockhart
was
elected
as
though doctors described h I
One person was arrested for
condition as "excellent" there captain and j'hyllis Adams as disorderly conduct by the office,
was no itstimatu when he could co-captain. Vera Herndon was of Sheriff Fannie Stubblefield
named as manager.
return to his duties.
last night.

Yim Must Register By This Siturday,September 6,111-41xler To Vote In The General Elections (hi November 4,'69
MI
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIKES FILE

Mrs. Tom McDougal died September 2 at the home of a daughter,
Mrs. Roy Lassiter.
. The Calloway County Board'of Education has moved to a building
the corner of South 6th and Maple Streets from its former
location on the second floor of the County Court House.
Dr. C. C. Lowry will present a paper, "Ten Years Experience
With Hip Fractures In A Rural Hospital" before the Kentucky
chapter of the American College of Surgeons on September 22.
Marriages reported are Miss Eleanor Greenfield to William
Ferrel Miller on August 8 and Miss Donna Kay Bucy to Don
Smith on August 14.

at

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

"George Hart is hard to beat as a dinner speaker. Has his
audiences laughing or serious as he pleases", from the column
"Seen and Heard Around Murray".
Bobby G. Moore, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Moore, has been
promoted in the 13th Signal CoMpany, First Cavalry Division
Infantry.
Football practice at Murray State starts September 5, according to Head Coach Fred Faurot.
An ordinance will be drawn by the City Council to ban parking
on the east side of North 4th Street from Walnut to Chestnut
Streets.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
The voice of one crying in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way of
the Lord, make his paths straight. - Mark 1:3.
There is no more rewarding occupation than serving the Lord by
blazing a trail for Him into lonely and confused human hearts.

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

HONG KONG UPI - Correspondent Charles Smith describing the
charm of Ho Chi Minh by relating a meeting with him in Indonesia
10 years ago. Ho told Smith:
"Don't call me Mr. President, just call me 'Uncle Ho'."
SAIGON - A South Vietnamese government official commenting
on Ho's death:
"The people respected him for devoting his life to freeing
Vietnam from French rule. He suffered a lot for a cause. He got
results."

PANMUNJOM, Korea - North Korean Army Maj. Gen. Ri ChoonSun answering the request made by American delegates that three
Americans shot down in a helicopter over North Korea be released:
"We have already told you that if you write and submit a document frankly admitting your criminal act and apologizing for it
and guaranteeing that you would not commit such an act again, we
would consider your request for return of the pilots."

Director
National Institute
of Mental Health

MENTAL PATIENTS
AIDED BY HOSPITAL
IMPROVEMENT
PROJECTS
By Alan I. Levenson. M.D
Director, Division of
Mental Health Service
Programs
Without a great deal of national fanfare and publicity, a
program now in its fifth year
of growth has been quietly
benefiting many thousands of
mentally ill all around the country.
This is the Hospital Improvement Program of ,the National
Institute of Mental Health. To
help bring better care to mental
patients, Federal funds are
awarded to State mental hospitals to make immediate improvements in hospital services
through specific projects.
All kinds of mental hospital
patients have been benefited:
long-term patients, elderly ones,
children, alcoholics, hospitalized
illiterates, and maximum security ward patients.
They include
these three:

people

like

One mental patient, after 45
years in Boston State Hospital,
was able to move out to a
family-care program. This took
piace after he was drawn into
special discussion groups to prepare patients to return to the
community. He then went to
work in a sheltered workshop
program.
Another patient is now manager of an automobile salvage
business. Formfrly, he was described as "incurable" and having been "rocking around the
wards for it least 10 years."
A man who had been hospitalized for 13 years improved
greatly under more intensive
care made possible by a hospital
improvement project. He was
able to rejoin his family.
Now he manages his own
household and cares for an invalid wife.
Nearly 70,000 patients who
have received improved services
through the program have been
discharged from hospitals and
are living at home, in nursing
homes, or in other community
facilities.
The projects have also, of
course, aided many other.abents. Some 50,000 additional
patients have been helped to.
more fruitful and less "vegetative" living while still in mental
hospitals.
Nearly two-thirds of the Nation's 300 State mental hospitals
have received grants for improvement projects since the
program started in 1963.
.The program is the only
major nationwide activity for
helping mental hospitals to undertake, under their own administration and jurisdiction, projects which they otherwise could
not carry out to improve services, treatment, and other aspects of their care and management of patients.
In the long run, this kind of
activity can help improve all
our mental hospitals.
On the basis of the program's
five years of experience, there
is almost no limit to the useful
kinds of projects that couk1 be
initiated to help hospitalized
mental patients.

* * *
MOBILE , Ala. - Former Alabama Governor James Folsom
telling why he wants to run for his old job again, and why he
Rice is packaged clean and
wants his $100,000 annual salary:
needs no washing before cooking
the worst I've ever needed one in my lie." and no rinsing after cooking.
"I need a

pb

* * *

CIRMS

The term dog days arises
from a superstition in Europe.
Fearing summer's sultry apogee,
Mediterranean man named it dog
days, full of disease and
discomfort, plague and even
death.

easy to use, and
made especially for
cats so it won't harm
them
So snap on a Kill-Ko
Flea Collar for Cats
on your cat, and send
that flea circus on
the road.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
- The
Tennessee Valley Authorit) this
week proposed a federal appropriation of $8 million for restoration of 72,000 acres of "orphaned" strip mined coal lands in
Eastern Kentucky and parts of
three other states.
Kentucky counties includedare
Bell, Breathitt, Clay, Harlan,
Knott, Knox, Leslie, Letcher,
McCreary, Perry and Whitley.
The other states are Alabama,
Tennessee and Virginia.
TVA's proposal is reported
to have stemmed from a session held by TVA officials and
reclamation officers from three
of the four states at Norris,
Tenn., last June,
This meeting came after Kentucky's Gov. Louie B. Nunn iedared TVA-the largest single
purchaser of coal in the United
States-should assume major responsibility for reclaiming the
"orphaned" lands.

Ba!

By United Press International
Today is Thursday, Sept. 4,
the 247th day of 1969 with 118 to
follow.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase,
The mornino stars are Venus
and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury, Mars and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1609 Henry Hudson d tcovered the Isle of Manhattan.
In 1781 Spanish settlers
founded the city of Los Angeles.
In 1940 Adolf Hitler promisa
the German people he wo
Invade Great Britain...a promise never carried out.
In 1945 Adm. William Halsey
led the U.S. Third Fleet into
Saagrni Bay, 30 miles from
Tokyo, as Gen. Douglas MacArthur's occupation of Japan
began.

There was eo mention of whether he disliked the location, but
a Jeffersontovrn inmate of the
state reformatory near LaGrange "walked away" this week from
a work assignment at the State
Police Academy here.
Reformatory warden James
Howard said the man was Richard Greenwell, 22 , serving a
two-year sentence for burglary.
RECOGNIZED NATIONALLY

William Nash, director of the
Division of Clean Up and Beautification of the Kentucky Department of Natural Resources, has
been appointed to the 22-member
National Advisory Council of the
National Clean Up-Paint Up-Fix
Up Bureau.
Bureau Director Richard H.
Hackenctahl said in Washington
that Nash- "nationally recognized for his experience and abilitiA thought for the day: Greek
es in the field of community imphilosopher Phaedrus said, "He
provement " - will serve as
who covets what belongs to
unofficial representative of the
another deservedly loses his
bureau for Kentucky in getting
CONSUMER EDUCATION
own."
cities and towns to develop broad
and
effective clean up programs.
Gov. Nunn told representatives
of Kentucky's two largest wom"MOONSHOT" GLASS - - Becky Andrews of Toledo, Ohio.
holds one of the unique "moonshot" glasses which will be
en's clubs at a training session HURRICANE APPEAL
EVERY 01AVI
in the statewide consumer eduthe official memento for the 1,400 VIPs who will attend
Gov. Nunn this week urged Kencation program that nowhere is
the Sept. 6 homecoming for Wapakoneta astronaut Neil
the need greater than among tuckians to render all assistance
Armstrong. the first man to step onto the Moon.
low wage earners and welfare possible to Hurricane Camille
recipients - "those who are victims in Mississippi, Louisialeast able to afford unwise spe- na and Virginia. The need now is
for monetary contributions to
nding."
The 28,000 - member Kentucky help rebuild. The national AmSince MIS
Homemakers Association and the erican Red Cross goal is $15
HARRISBURG, Pa. (UPI) - out of silence grows "the
14,000 member Kentucky Fede- million,
ration of Women's Clubs have "In the coming days and wee- Silence is golden, they say. But baseless rumor, the frenzied
volunteered to teach classes to ks," the Governor said, "I trust it is the great enemy of the exaggeration and the
BUILDERS OF FINE
help low income families shop that every Kentuckian who can teacher, says Robert E. Phelps, unmitigated lie."
MEMORIALS
help
to
ease
the human tragedy executive secretary of
more wisely.
Porter White - Mertoper
the
Phelps
noted
an
example,
As
The training session was con- of this dieaster will contact the Pennsylvania State Education
111 Maple St. 753-2512
that legends and misconceptions
ducted by the Kentucky Consumer Red Cross (local office) to offer Association
(PSEA).
grew up around the Bastille, the
Affairs Commission, a group whatever assistance is at his
Phelps told
400 infamous prison of the French
disposal."
named by the Governor.
teachers-in-training that young Revolution, that made it a
MT. STERLING BYPASS
teachers must be fully aware of symbol of despotism - due only
MORE JOBS SEEN
the potential evil of silence when to the secrecy surrounding the
A multimillion - dollar expan- Gov. Nunn told the Mt.Sterling it comes to working out public castle and the strict prohibitions
sion by the Bethlehem Steel Cor- Chamber of Commerce transpor- school problems. He said that against gaining entrance,
poration of its mining operations tation committee the state will
resulting in a reputation for
in Pike and Letcher counties, as build a $1.25 million bypass aroutorture and horror.
announced in Frankfort by E. P. nd the Montgomery County city.
He said that after its capture
Leach, Bethlehem vice presi- Highway Commissioner Eugein 1789, the Bastille was found
dent, is expected to provide sev- ne Goss said it will alleviate
Wtven they
to be just an ordinary prison
eral hundred new jobs for East- traffic congestion in downtown
Mt. Sterling by rerouting through
tune tor
ern Kentucky.
containing, in fact, not a single
Leach said the corporation's traffic on US 460 and KY 11.
/AASSACRE!
instrument of torture and
The Governor said the location
Beth-Elkhorn subsidiary plans to
providing
the few
develop two new underground mi- was selected to provide maximprisoner-residents-with
a more or
nes in Pike County and begin um usefulness of industrial sites
igar161.
ir
tg
B
less luxurious existhrice.
MOSISCIFf
surface or strip-mining opera' and access to properties with
possibilities
for
future
develotiOns in Pike and Letcher.
---PLUS—
Gov, Nunn commended Bethle- pment.
hem for its expansion and its
ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM
past surface - mining reclama- SAVINGS EFFECTED
HOW TO KILL IT.
tion record in Kentucky.
IN ONE HOUR,
An order by Gov. Nunn abolishtrong. quick-drying T-4-L clocks
tch
and
burning or your 59c back
ing the Division of Personnel SecNEEDS CITED
t any drug counter. Then. In 3-11
days watch lrifected skin slough off.
urity in the Department of EconWatch HEALTPIY skin appear! NOW
1.IRCIIIMIC04-01‘ INIMAV1/MON
More men, better trained and omic Security and transferring
•010•• woli•••••
•••••••••
" HOLLAND DRUG CO
better paid, are the principal its functions to the Division of Unemployment
Insurance
in
the
needs of many law enforcement
agencies in Kentucky, says a same department will save the
report issued by the Kentucky state some $25,000 to $30,000
Crime Commission after a sur- annually.
vey of 245 municipal police departments , nine county police
The Personnel Security Diviagencies, state police, and 120
sion has been the agent of a
sheriffs' offices.
You've got to see it...to believe it!!!
Nearly all city and county de- Federal-State agreement to collpartments reported inadequate ect Social Security contributions
manpower; 83 per cent of fourth, from State employees.
fifth and sixth class cities give
no formal training; half thepolice 1-24 BY 1973 •
departments in cities from 8,000
A spokesman for State Highway
to 20,000 also are without it, and
61 per cent of policemen in the Commissioner Eugene Goss said
eight second-class cities moon- the current timetable calls for
completion of the 93 miles of
light.
Interstate 24 in Kentucky by the FACE COURT-MARTIAL The
LOOKING AHEAD
U.S. Navy has announced
end of 1973 al a cost of $130 that
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE • TECHNICOLOR"'I
Cmdr. Albert S. McLemillion.
Spindletop Research, Inc., Lexmore itopi, 40, Vallejo.
1-24, connecting Nashville and
ington, has been asked by the
Calif., and Lt. J.G.t RonLouis, will enter Kentucky
Kentucky State Fair Board to St.
ald C. Ramsey flower). 24,
Fort
Campbell,
and
curve
of
prepare a proposal for a study east
Long
Beach, Calif.. must face
041EMP04111101.041MMI.04MIM•
0
around the lakes area of Western
0
0411019.04M1Me 0 41.11P
of the long-range development
a court-martial on charges
Kentucky before sweeping west of
potential of the Kentucky Fair
Paducah to cross the Ohio Enver. of negligence and dereliction
and Exposition Center at Louisof duty for their part in the
0
ville. The object is to keep ahead
collbcion of the destroyer
of competition for trade shows
Frank E. Evans and the
ON AIR DEC. 1
and similar business.
Aus tra I ia n carrier MelThe chairman of the board's
bourne. Seventy-four of their
With award of a contract for
land use committee, Joseph Stoshipmates were killed in the
pher, explained Kentucky has had
collisio n. McLemore was
the advantage of a large, compar- $39,420 for supply and installa- skipper of the
Evans; RamMurray
State
University
tion,
atively new facility, but others
LOCATED ON B AIL Y ROAD OUT FR OM
sey the deck officer.
to
be
on
the
expects
air
by
Dec.
"are springing up around the
F
IVE -P0INI S JUST OFFOF
student-operated
new
country...to maintain any sort 1 with its
HIGHWAY 121 1
radio station-WKMS-FM.
The program format will be
largely serious music, plus coverage of university news and
events. The station also will be
used to train students to take
jobs in the broadcasting industry.
PLANNED AND ENGINEERED
The station will have a range of
I
FOR YOUR COMFORT AND
about 75 miles fh all directions.
CONVIENCE
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ANY OTHER PLACE

Curtis-Mathes
312 No. 4th Street
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Etritr**trtrittrik***** of top position, we've got to move
forward...the prospects are unlimited."

Only One 1969 Model TV
Set Left!!
But Well Give
BIG DISCOUNTS
on our
NEW 1970 MODEL

With Kill-Ko Flea Collar for Cats. Kill-Ko Flea Collar
will kill all the fleas on your cat in just a matter of
days, and keeps killing fleas for three months. It's

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

—

ATTENTION

Be a show stopper.

Kilko

TIMES

Stanley F. Yolles, M.D.

wrrtaxit.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE
CO., 1509
•111a,dilion Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y..
Stephenean Bldg.. Detroit, Mich.

&

1

A

r

TODAY thru Sat.
,

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
A special program to train
people in community "erganization and developmeint, financed
with federal funds by the Kentucky Program Development Office, will start Sept, 5 on the Gardencourt Campus of the Univer
sity of Louisville.
For further information; app
licants may write or phone eithe
the Urban Studies Center, Gar
ciencourt, Alta Vista Road, Lou
ville, Ky., 40205, 502-895-5161;or
the Admissions Office of th
University of Louisville, 40208
636-4101.
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Baseball Murray High Names Starting
Standings Teams for Friday Night Game

SPORTS

NationalLeagve
East

GONZALES FACES Tonuny Pharr Holds Key To
FOUR TOUGH DAYS Mississippi State's Future
IN TENNIS MEET

American League

GIRAVZ

RY
'ENDA
1EE

against three defeats.
Philadelphia's Woody Fryman
pitched a five-hitter and Johnny
Callison cracked a bases-loaded
triple in the sixth inning to lead
the Phillies over the San Diego
Padres.
Deron Johnson, Ron Stone
and Don Money each collected
three hits for the Phils as
Fryman evened his record at
11-11. The Phils managed a
safety in every inning and
totaled 14 against three San
Diego hurlers.

tors
'I

&

The San Francisco Giants
could rewrite an old cliche in
5B
—
6l3
et. 6
1- .P
W. 53
84
Chicago
describing reliable Jim DavenNew York 77 56 .579
port. The new phrase might
0%
38 111
61 ..:33
1 63
7
72
Pitta.pahila.,.
read: "Good field, clutch hit."
uis
For more than a decade the
54 79 .906 28
Giants have known that the
95 .301 42%
al
w0
.
Montreal
third baseman's golden glove
By DAVID MOFFIT
the South. As usual, they close
W. L Pct. GB
was always there when they
UPI Sports Writer
with Alabama, Auburn, LSU San Fran. 76 59 .563 —
needed it and that his bat was
74 59 .553 1
and Ole Miss in a row.
there when they needed it most.
Los Ang.
73 59 .553 1%
ATLANTA (UPI) — How far
Cincinnati
Pharr
Davenport
came
through
has
worth.
proven
his
By STEVE SNIDER
74 63 .540 3
again for the Giants Wednesday
long - lagging Mississippi State He became only the third Atlanta
UPI Sports Writer
70 64 .522 5%
night as he singled with the
goes this fall depends upon (Frank Sinkwich of Georgia and Houston
By
FRED
DOWN
bases loaded in the seventh
Tommy Pharr and Steve Spurrier of Florida were San Diego 90 95 .296 36
quarterback
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. (UPI)
Wednesday's Results
UPI Sports Writer
inning to provide the runs Juan
resilience of a heretoforepo- the other two) SEC performer
— Pancho Gonzalez needed a the
2 Montreal 1
Fran
Denny
McLain,
who
a
year
San
Marichal needed for his 17th
rous defense.
ever to top 2,000 yards in a sinAtlanta 8 Pittsburgh 1
ago
was
moving -steadily rest. Then he got more than he
victory, 2-1, over Montreal.
Pharr, a gle season.
be
realistic,
To
wanted. Now he faces four
stumpy 5 - foot - 9, 180-pound
In other National League toward a 30-victory season is
He completed 173 (six shy of Cincinnati 2 Chicago 0
straight days of the toughest
now
moving
just
as
steadily
year's
the SEC record) of 319 (a rec- Phila 9 San Diego 1
action, Atlanta trounced Pitsenior, could exceed last
competition in the world if he
York 4
standout performance and still ord) passes for 1,838 yards and Los Ang. 5 New
tsburgh, 8-1, Cincinnati shut out toward another goal: A second
hopes to go all the way in the
Only games scheduled
leave the Bulldogs stranded in nine touchdowns and ran for 239
Chicago, 2-0. Los Angeles consecutive Cy Young Award as
$137,000
U.S. Open tennis
Today's Probable Pitchers
the Southeastern Conference yards and three touchdowns and
nipped New York, 5-4, and the major league pitcher of the
All Times EDT
championship.
even caught a pass himself for
Philadelphia routed San Diego, year.
basement.
Two days of rain probably
Los Angeles, Singer 17-8 at
31-6
had
a
McLain,
who
that
a
It's a cold tact of life
tandem net of 2,085 yards—
9-1.
Kelly 4-8, 11 p. in.
record in 1968, raised his have wrecked whatever chance Mississippi State hasn't beaten only 102 yards shy of Sinkwich's San Diego,
Splits Doubleheader
scheduled
games
Only
he
had
to
come
back
at
the
age
an SEC foe since edging Flori- all-time SEC mark,
In the American League, current mark to 22-6 Wednes- of
Friday's Games
41 and win again at the
day
night
when
he
pitched
a
da back in September 1965. The
Oakland split a doubleheader
Receivers Return
Phila at New York, 2, twi-night
scene of his first great triumph
His favorite '68 targets, split Pittsburgh at Chicago
long tenure of failure was
with Boston, taking the first, 7- six-hitter to give the Tigers a 4when
he
was
only
21.
4, and dropping the second, 5-1, 2 victory over the Kansas City
brightened a shade last Novem- end Sammy Milner and flanker Montreal at St. Louis, night
Weather permitting today,
ber when the Bulldogs shocked David Smith, are both juniors. Atlanta at Cincinnati, night
Minnesota romped over Cleve- Royals. Willie Horton drove in the quarter-finals will pay
off
highly favored Ole Miss in a 17- Milner led the SEC last fall San Fran at Houston, night
land, 7-1, and Detroit got by three runs with two homers and
defending
champion
Arthur
Bill
to
homered
Freehan
also
17 tie.
With 64 receptions for 909 yards Los Angeles at San Diego, night
Kansas City, 4-2.
Ashe of Richmond, Va. vs. Ken
Coach Optimistic
and Smith was sixth with a 38
Davenport's hit was one of lead the Tigers' nine-hit attack. Rosewall of Australia; Rod
The Minnesota Twins defeatCoach Charles Shira, now en- for 425 mark.
only two for the Giants, who
ArnarIcan League
Laver vs. Roy Emerson and
tering his third year at State
But the Bulldogs' running
won their third in a row and ed the Cleveland Indians, 7-1, John
East
Newcombe vs. Roy Stolle
W. L. Pct. GB
12th in their last 14 games to and the Oakland Athletics beat in a pair of all-Aussie matches. with a 1-17-2 record to show for game last season was as weak
the first two, is sincere in his as the passing was strong and Baltiniere
92 44 .677
stay in front of the National the Boston Red Sox, 7-4, after a
But Gonzalez has to face
5-1 loss in Wednesday's other
79 56 .585 12%
belief that Pharr's passes and Shira is counting on vast im- Detroit
League's Western Division.
third-seeded Tony Roche of
72 62 .537 19
a promising crop of sophomores provement by tailback Andy Boston
Cincinnati's
Alex Johnson American League games.
Australia
before
he
can
reach
In the National League, San
71 66 .518 21%
will provide some more sur- Rhodes, a senior who once Wash.
backed up Jim Maloney's twothe quarters. The winner goes
New York 67 67 .500 24
hit pitching with a two-run Francisco nipped Montreal, 2- against Earl Buchholz of St. prises this fall.
showed great promise.
54 82 .397 38
It's a bit of a cliche, but truer,' Lynn Zeringue, also a tail- Cleveland
homer in the Reds' blank of the 1, Cincinnati beat Chicago, 2-0, Louis in a match now scheduled
Atlanta drubbed Pittsburgh, 8-1,
West
that the Bulldogs weren't real- back, and _fullback Bobby GosCubs.
for Friday and that precludes
W. L. Pct. GB
Atlanta erupted for all eight Philadelphia thumped San Die- any day of rest for that winner. ly as bad as their record last sett are a pair of seniors who
82 52 .612
of its runs against Pittsburgh in go 9-1, and the Los Angeles Semifinals are Saturday and fall.
performed well in the spring Minn.
75 58 .564 8%
They tied Texas Tech e well and the Bulldogs have some Oakland
a wild sixth inning to provide Dodgers edged the New York the final on Sunday.
56 76 .424 25
as Ole Miss; can blame an of- massive interior linemen, espe- Calif.
Ron Reed with his 14th victory Mets, 5-4.
Scheduled for women's semi54 80 .403 28
McLain, who struck out six
ficial who lost count of a down cially 260 - pound tackle Fred Kan. City
against nine losses.
finals *ere Nancy Richey of
Chicago
53 79 .402 28
pitched
a
and
walked
four,
during
their
a
for
scoring
drive
The scoring
spree
was
Russell
and
248
pound
center
San Angelo, Tex. vs. Rosemary
50 83 .376 31%
highlighted .by RicO Carty's typical game behind what has Casals of San Francisco and -20-16 loss to Louisiana State; Ronnie Gray, to open some Seattle
Wadnisday's
Results
typical
be
known
as
a
come
to
and
besimply ran out of steam
three-run double and a two-run
holes.
defending champion Virginia
Oakland 7 Boston 4, 1st
he
is
<Tiger
attack
when
cause of a lack of depth in
double by Clete Boyer.
But Shira knows that if Mis- .Boston 5 Oakland 1, 2nd
pitching. Homers by Horton and Wade of Great Britain vs. losses to Alabama and Florida
Doubles Home Winning Run
Margaret
Smith
Court
of
sissippi
State is to have any suc- Minn. 7 Cleveland 1
Freehan
gave
him
a
2-1
lead
in
At Los Angeles, Willie Davis
State.
Australia.
cess
at
all this fall, he must Detroit 4 Kan City 2
and
Horton
If the Bulldogs do hope to win
doubled home Maury Wills with the second inning
Only games scheduled
Nancy, who Hies her chances
the winning run in the ninth hit his second of the game and in her first Forest Hills some games this year, they'd shore up the defense. The BullToday's Probable Pitchers
dogs
gave
up
an
average
of
383
25th
of
the
season
with
one
on
better get them early (the)
inning to extend his hitting
All Times EDT
appearance
since
losing
to
yards
and
26
points
last
season.
streak to 31 games and give the In the sixth to boost the lead to Maria Bueno in the 1966 final, open against Richmond) beMinnesota,
Perry 17-5 at OakWith only four lettermen listcause year in and year out they
Dodgers a 5-4 victory over the 4-1.
land, Nash 7-7, 10:30 p. m.
gained the semifinals with a
ed
as
defensive
starters
at
the
Homers
by
Mike
Fiore
in
the
have the toughest November in
New York Mets.
Chicago, Borten 10-14 at Calvictory over Billie Jean King
close of spring drills, sophoDavis had been thwarted in first inning and Joe Foy in the who usually beats Rosemary.
ifornia, May 6-11, 11 p. in.
mores will have to carry an abfour previousiflate appearance sixth accounted for the Royals'
Kansas City, Drago 7-11 at
Miss Wade says she has
normally heavy load this
in the contest before his game- runs.
Seattle, Gelner 2-9, 11 p.
played
Mrs.
Court
three
times
The
leo
sophomores
on
deHarmon Killebrew hit his 39th
Baltimore, Phoebus 12-6 at
winning hit gave reliever Pete
this year without a victory,
fense appear to be end Mike Detroit, Wilson 12-8, 9 p.
Mikelsen his seventh victory homer of the season with one including a loser in the recent
Eaton, linebacker Chuck Dees
on to highlight a five-run sixthOnly games scheduled
and backs Tom McElroy, Joe
inning rally which enabled the U.S. Grass Court final at
Friday's Games
Chestnut
Hill,
Mass.
Joy and Bill Lancaster.
Twins to increase their Western
Minn at Oakland, night
TED HORN MEMORIAL
"We're certainly in better Chicago at Calif., night
Division lead over the Athletics
* * *
shape than we were a year Kan City at Seattle, night
DUQUO I N, ill. (UPI)—A1 to 61,72 games. The two runs
BROCKTON, Mass.
Unser was $5,907.50 richer batted in raised Killebrew's Track To Grid
The city of Brockton has said ago," Shira said.- "We .had a Balt at Detroit, night
today, following his victcry major-league-leading totaL_ tO
its farewell to Rocky Marciano, good spring and we think we've New York at Cleve 2, twi-night
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (UPI)come up with some of the depth Wash at Boston, night
Monday in the 100-mile USAC 119.
the son of a shoe worker who
Dave Boswell allowed four Halfback Richmond Flowers, rose from his Aiodest beginning we need to keep us from fading
Ted Horn Memorial Race at the
hits, including Ken Harrelson's Jr., and kicking specialist Karl to become the heavyweight out in the final period."
DuQuoin State Fair.
Unfortunately, that probably
27th
homer, in winning his 15th Kremser of the University of boxing champion of the world.
Unser averaged 94.72 miles
Tennessee football team, are
enough.
per hour in his Bels Parnelli game against 10 losses.
Thousands of mourners paid won't be
Dick Green's two-run homer both star members of the Vols. their last respects at the
Jones Ford Special. Mario
track team. Flowers is a hurdler
Andretti, winner of the Indiana- and Sal Bando's three-run tieHickey Funeral Home Tuesday Itinerant Angel
while Kremser, whose 54-yard
polis 500 last Memorial Day, breaking homer were the big
and Wednesday. A final tribute
LOS ANGELES (UPI) placement
against
Alabama is
was second and A. J. Foyt was blows of a seven-run seventhto the "Brockton Blockbuster" George Brunet, star
the Southwest Conference's all
lefthander
inning
rally
which
carried
the
third.
today was a 10 a.m. Solemn
Athletics to their opening-game time field goal record, is a high Requiem Mass at St. Colman's of the Angels, has been on the
roster of 20 different teams durtriumph. Homers by Gerry jumper.
Church where Marciano mar- ing
* * *
his professional baseball ca* * *
Moses and Syd O'Brien comried his childhood sweetheart
reer, dating back to 1953.
Mike
bined
with
Nagy's
10-hit
Barbara
Cousens
in
1950.
Jockey
Bill
Shoemaker's
Profitable Retirement
* * *
Marciano's body was to be
mounts have earned nearly $41 pitching enabled the Red Sox to
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI)- flown to Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
million in his 20 years as a split the doubleheader. The
victory raised Nagy's record to Most of the greatest horses in tonight, his home for the past Two-League Champ
jockey, a record.
11-2.
MINNEAPOLIS (UPI) the world are retired to the Ken- several years, where another
tucky Bluegrass region here. Requiem Mass will be celebrat- Connie Hawkins of the Minnesota Pipers is a two-league
where they bring fantastic pri- ed Friday.
ces for studing.
Born Rocco Marchegiano, he scoring champion. Hawkins has
* * *
compiled a perfect pro boxing won the scoring titles in the
record of 49 victories, including American Basketball Association
Majestic Prince, which won 43
knockouts, He
retired and the defunct American Baswith Fresh Home Made Cole Slaw. Golden Brown
the 1969 Kentucky Derby, is unbeaten in 1956.
ketball League.
French Fries and Hushpuppies
trained by Johnny Longden,
* * *
Marciano and two other men
winningest jockey in history.
died Sunday night in the crash
* * *
Fillet or Fiddlers _
_ $2.00
of a private plane in Iowa. He
Gordie Howe of the Detroit
would
have
been
46 the Red Wings has won
$1.35
Y2 ORDER (Three Good Size Pieces)
the Hart
Maury Wills set a major
following
day.
15t
CHILD'S PLATE
Memorial Trophy as the Nationleague record by stealing 104
Survivors include his widow, al Hockey
League's Most ValOUR FISH IS THE BEST. . . BECAUSE THEY ARE
bases for the Los Angeles Dod- a
16-year-old daughter, 17- uable Player six
times.
FRESH KENTUCKY LAKE FISH AND WE TAKE
gers in 1962.
month-old son and his parents
THE TIME TO REMOVE ALL EXCESS FAT

•

ay: Greek
said, "He
longs to
loses his

11110

Farewell Said
To Marciano

tau.

The Murray High Tigers will spot while Jimmy Brandon will
open theis season Friday night have help from Mike Ryanat fullagainst Fulton County. Gam back with the offensiVe halfback
time will be 8 o'clock in Hollanc being Porter McCuiston, John
Williams, Danny • Carroll and
Stadium.
The Tigers have been working Paul Bryant.
The defense team will have
hard since August 5 and are
rounding into condition. They will Tripp Williams and Dan Hutson
at ends, James Pigg and Buzz
have adequate size and fair
William at tackles, Hollis Clark
ed.
Gone from last year's team and Richard Blalock at guards,
are offensive starters Bill Heise, Linebackers will be Jimmy BrBob Taylor, Dwaine Bell, Mike andon, Van fiaverstock, Dayton
Smith, Ronnie Goode, Charles Lasater and Randy Lowe. The
Clark, Dana Gish, John Mark deep backs will be John WilliaHale, Terry Hart and Don She- ms, Paul Bryant,Porter McCuLslton. Also, Bill Pasco, Denny ton and Danny Carroll, David
Nall, Charles Brandon, Jim Bry- Fitch and Mike Keller.
Porter McCuiston and John
ant, John Quertermous,_ Allan
Grogan, Wayne Henry,Steve Pay- Williams will do mostof the passne and Steve Knight, many of ing and Jimmy Brandon and Barwhom started on defense,gradua- ry Stokes the punting, Danny
Carroll and Chris Clopton are
ted.
The coaches feel they have the extra point kickers.
The Tiger band will present
good material although the boys
an outstanding show at halftime.
ire very inexperienced.
This year's cheerleaders are
Starting at offensive ends will
be Tripp Williams and either Kathy Crider, Jennie Barker,
John Rayburn or Steve Tinsley. Cindy -Colson, Leah Fulton, Ruth
Tackles will be James Pigg and Titsworth, and Susan Johnson.
Buzz Witham with Richard Blalock ready. Guards will be Barry Stokes and either Mike McCage or Hollis Clark. Kenney
Beshear and Gerald Turner are
both out with injuries and center
will be Chris Clopton or Pat
Ryan.
DETROIT (UPI)—"The UnDayton Lasater and Randy Lo- known Open," the $100,000
we will both man the Quarterback Michigan golf classic, opens
today and brings the pro golf
tour back to the Detroit area
for the first time in five years.
The inaugural "classic" has
won its nickname because none
of the top 12 money-winners on
this season's PGA tour will be
showing up at Shenandoah Golf
and Country Club. Only three of
the top 20 will compete.
"It seems like back Injuries
are very prevalent," commented Tournament Director MarST. LOUIS, Mo. (UPI)— The shall Chambers.
late Knute Rockne has been
Considered the favorites—
picked as the greatest coach in which probably means they
the first 100 years of college won't win— are Bob Lunn, who
football by a poll of the won the Hartford Open last.,
Sporting News, it was an- week in a playoff with Michigan
nounced Wednesday.
native Dave Hill, and Tom
Rocicne, legendary coach at Shaw, who has won the Doral
Notre Dame, was chosen ahead and AVCO opens. Hill is not in
of the late Gen. Robert R. this tournament but his brother,
Neyland, Tennessee coach for Mike, is.
21 years, One hundred coaches, Shaw was one of six players
athletic directors, and sports turning in two-under-par 68s
writers took part in the poll.
Wednesday in the pro-am event.
Amos Alonzo Stagg came in lie also was in the winning best
third in the balloting followed ball team and picked up $1,258
by Glenn "Pop" Warner and for his day's work.
Bud Wilkinson.
Chi Chi Rodriguez, Dean
Alabama's Bear Bryant was Beman, Mason Rudolph, Grier
the highest rated active coach, Jones and Bob Smith also had
finishing sixth. Woody Hayes of 68s. Seven players, including
Ohio State, who was rated 15th, Don Bies, had 69s while pudgy
was the only other active coach Bob Murphy headed the list of
in the top 20.
nine who hit par 70.

Michigan Classic
To Open Today

ROCKNE PICKED
AS GREATEST
COLLEGE COACH

EW STYLES
FOR FALL 1

!!

ts

We have a complete selection of
Fall clothing, sweaters and furnishings. We've just received hundreds of new Fall suits, sport coats
and slacks, including that luxurious "Silk and Wool Sharkskin".
Hart, Schaffner & Marx,
'Style Mart, Style Kraft, and
Bardstown.

—
FRESH SPECIAL
KY. LAKE CATFISH

ICOLOR'

MP- '4=1111•

•ICE

THE LEDGER

All You Can Eat

KY. LAKE LODGE RESTAURANT On Highway U In Aurora, Kentucky
P.S.—WE ALSO SERVE MEALS FAMILY STYLE
CLOSED ALL DAY TUESDAYS

Slacks

•

PRENTICE HYDRAULIC

Suits

From

From

'12.95

'49.50

CRANES
Sport Coats
A complete line. America's quality-built hydraulic and hydraulic/
cable loaders for truck, trailer,
tractor and stationary mounting.
Telescopic, folding telescopic and
knuckle booms. Capacities 3,600
to 36.000 pounds.

*
i'L ‘;111,t
0

From

'29.95

OPAARK

ROAD BUILDERS
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
285 East Calhoun St —Mernphts, Tennessee
H.ghwoy Si, South - Unto., Coty, Te'nnessee
:4tghway 45, South — Cortnth, Mtss.sstopt

heavyweight
BOXING WORLD MOURNS ROCKY Rocky _Marciano linseti, former world
boxing champion, was killed in the crash ot a light plane I wreckake shown) the night
before his 46th birthday, near Newton, Iowa, a small town east of Des Moines. Two other
men, Glenn Eugene Belz, 37, the pilot, and another passenger, Frank Farrell, 23, both of
Des Moines, also were killed.

Compare with any $100 Suitl

65.00

REECES

•

••••• •••••••••

Howard Henderson
South Fulton, Tenn
901479 2517

Silk & Wool Sharkskin

1

1,

510 WEST MAIN STREET
MURRAY KY.

(Elie *tag *bop

• 41M•0IMO.0411M111• 0•Mill• I''OM.0•IIMEM• ,J 1111111e ,

.0IIMM•0illille 0 ims•0in.0inn.04..p.0
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Reunion Of Fa7nily
Mrs. Lona Clark
Is Held Recently
The children, grandchildren,
great grandchildren, and brothers of the late Mrs. Lona Clark
held a family reunion at ttie
Community Center on Ellis Drive,
Dinner was served at one o'clock in the afternoon on Sunday, August 10. Pictures were
made and each one enjoyed the
afternoon of fellowship.
Those attending from out of
town were Mr. and Mrs. Rudell
Clark and girls, Lois and Teresa, Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Clare
and children, Roceley and Debbie
of Evansville, Indiana; Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Clark and sons,
Randy, David, and Brian of Scottsdale, Arizona; Mr. and Mrs.
James Smith Clark and children, Karen, Kathy, and Johnnie
of Madison Heights, Michigan;
Mr. and Mrs. William Terrell
Clark and children, Steven and
Kelly Ann of Lexington, Kentucky; Mr. and Mrs. Ted 'Barnett
and sons, Jay and Jeff of Louisville, Kentucky; Mrs. Ann Vineek and children, Mike, Patty,
and Paul of South Bend, Indiana.
Those attending from Murray
were Mr. and Mrs. Collie Barnett, Mr. and Mrs. Owen 11,
Hale, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Hale
and sons, Ricky and Roger; Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Hale and children, Lone Ann and Mark; Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Paschall and
sons, Terry Lynn and Jeffrey
Alan; Mr. and Mrs. Denny Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Toy Smith,
and Mr. Gardie Smith,
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . •

Phone 763-1917 or 753-4947
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S'eme,

Miss Patripia Ann Bland Exchanges
Wedding Vows With Gary H. Ballard

PERSONALS

Mrs. John !rya»
Presides At Meet
Of WSCS Board

Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Hood
Jones and daughters, Jenell and
Jeans, of Amada, Ohio, were
the recent guests of their parMrs. John Irwin, president, ents, Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Outthe
of
meeting
presided at the
land and Mrs. Garnett Jones
executive board of the Wo- They also visited Mrs. Garnett
men's Society of Christian Ser- Jones' sister, Mrs. W. E. Hutvice of the First United Metho- ton and family in Dickson,
dist Church held on Tuesday, Tenn.
September 2, at nine-fifteen o'c. • •
clock in the morning at the
Mrs. Isaac L. Clanton, 705
ladies parlor of the church.
Vine Street, Murray, returned
Plans were discussed for the home Sunday from
Chattanoosociety
the
of
meeting
general
ga, Tenn., where she was the
Tuesday
to be held on the first
guest of her daughter, Mrs.
in October and for the Thanks- Charles C. Miller, Mr. Miller,
giving service to be presented
and son, Steve, for the past two
on the Tuesday before Thanksweeks. While in Chattanooga&
giving.
her granddaughter, Mrs. Mika
Mrs. Goldia Curd led a disFahey and little daughter, Ka
cussion of the project to landof Newport, Rhode Island,
thy,
church
scape the front of the
visited her parents, Mr. and
and showed the group a drawMrs. Miller.
ing of the tentative plan.
e
h
Mrs. Irv= announced t
Donald Hunter, Mrs. Jack Baifall mission study conference to ley, Mrs. B. F. Warterfield, Mrs.
be held at the Paris Church on W. B. Graves, Mrs. C. B. Ford,
September 21 from 2:30 to 4:30 Mrs. Katie Overcast, Mrs. Harp.m.
ry Sparks, Mrs. J. W. Stuart,
Other members attending Mrs. Sid Jobs, Mrs. Nell Eaton,
Mrs.
were Mrs. Matt Sparkman,
and Mrs. E. B. Howton.

Thursday, September
The Town and Country Ho
makers Club will meet at
borne of Mrs. Jules Rano
1710 Magnolia, at 7:30 p. m.
• ••
The Garden Department o
By Abigail Van Buren
the Murray Woman's Club
meet at the club house at 1.
p. In. with the program, "G
DEAR ABBY: I suppose a 29-year-okl girl should know
dens of Greece" by Mrs. Sam
better than to get herself in a fix like this, but it's too late
uel R. Dodson, Jr. Ho
now.
will be Mesdames Gene B
Billy got me in a family way. [He is 42.1 He said he
don, Morrison Galloway, C
would marry me right after harvest time. He didn't have any
Wesley Waldrop, V. E. W
sor, and Guy Billington.
cash on hand so I bought myself a set of rings and started
•••
right off wearing the wedding band because I was starting to
Friday,
September 5
show. I paid 30 dollars down on the rings and 2 dollars a
New Providence Riding
The
settee
no
is
there
says
week. Then I had a miscarriage. Billy
Club will ride at the club startin marrying me now. So DOW I am stuck with no husband, no
ing at 7:30 p.m.
LULU
••
baby, and a set of rings. What should I do?
Club will
Citizens
Senior
The
wbs
man
a
of
DEAR LULU: I think you're well rid
meet at the Community Cen
might not have gotten around to marrying you at all. I deal
er at 12 noon. A potluck lun
know how long you've had the rings, but perhaps the jeweler
cheon will be served. Hostesses
will take them back if you agree to stand some loss. Under
are Mrs. Olive Hagan, Mrs. Carthe circumstances I think you came out ahead. And by the
rie Cole, and Mrs. Golds Curd.
•••
way, next time, use yours.
The Hazel School PTA will
have a potluck supper at the
dervm.'
DEAR ABBY: I know a man who insists that there is
seven p. m. The exeat
school
"platonic"
a
as
woman
no such thing between a man and a
cutive board will meet at 8:30
friendship. He says that given the time and opportunity they
p. m.
• ••
will form a physical relationship. What do you think?
4.tyairEVERYBODY
mnLlh
Saturday, September 6
AT THE
The Murray TOPS Club will
DEAR MITZIE: I think anyone who would subscribe to
have a rummage sale at the
such a theory is admitting that he is incapable of bolding the
American Legion Hall from seMr. and Mrs. Gary H. Ballard
interest of a member of the opposite sex without a physical
ven a. m. to one p. m.
The
• ••
executive committee of
relationship.
Miss Patricia Ann Bland be- maid of honor and only attend• LOW RATES— Beautifully decorated rooms with modern baths,
the Murray High School chapThe Tau Phi Lambda sorority came the bride of Gary H. Bal- ant. She wore a light aqua
television, oir conditioning.
ter of the Future Homemakers will have a rummage sale on
DEAR ABBY: Near where I live is a creek, which
of America met at the home of the west side of the court lard on Saturday, July 26, in dress with long sleeves gathera lovely ceremony at the Re- ed in three places and tied
naturally is a big attraction to the adventuresome little Mrs. G. T. Lilly,
• FAMILY PLANS — No charg• for children under 14 when in
500.South sqaure from eight a. m. to two
morial Baptist Church.
with matching ribbons. She carneighborhood boys.
the Woe room with parents. If additional room is needed,
Sixteenth Street, on 'Monday, p. m.
Rev. Norman Culpepper, min- ried one long stemmed pink
single rote would apply for both rooms.
One day I was surprised to hear the father of one of the August 25, at seven-thirty o'• ••
ister of the church, performed carnation with leavers and
boys tell the whole bunch that there were monsters in the clock in the evening.
Sunday, September 7
.
the ceremony at ten-thirty o'- streamers with lovers knots.
• FREE FARMING in our convenient indoor garage for overnight
Plans for the coming year
creek, and if they played near it, the monsters would catch
The Adams family reunion
Jackie Cochran was the best
guests and Jim Porter Room dinner guests.
were discussed. Miss Susan will be held at the City Park clock in theinorning in the prethem.
sence of the immediate fami- man for Mr. Ballard.
I disapproved of this "scare technique" from the start, Hale, president, opened the A basket lunch will be served lies.
For her daughter's wedding
meeting in the usual manner.
• LOUISVILLE'S FINEST FOOD in the famous Jim Porter Tavern,
at noon. Everyone is invited
but I just kept my mouth shut.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs. Bland wore a pink knit
The Kentucky Lake District to attend.
and the unique Derby Room. Entertainment nightly in the
Bland
It's true that the boys don't play near the creek any
Mr. and Mrs. Logan G.
dress with pink lace trim at the
• ••
meeting will be held at Lowes
Derby Room. Quick service in the Coffee Shop.
more, but I think more harm than good was done by that High School on
of 1405 Johnson Boulevard, hem. She had pink accessories
September 13.
The old Calloway County
thc
is
groom
white
and
the
and
pink
of
Murray,
corsage
a
and
monster story. Today I had a sobbing bunch of kids in my
Miss Nancy Mathis, chairman. Court House will open from two
• LOUISVILLE'S MOST MODERN CONVENTION FACIUTIES.
son of Mrs. Mark Thomason of carnations.
living' room. They were afraid to leave because "the of the Cystic Fibrosis drive, an- to five
p.m.
Paul
and
Three
Mrs.
Route
mother,
groom's
Murray
The
I
out
are
daylight.
monsters
there." [This was in broad
• ••
nounced that the drive will be
Ballard of Star City, Arkansas. Thomason, was attired in a
held on Sunday, September 14,
wonder what they dream about?)
Monday, September
For her wedding the bride charcoal gray dress of whippfrom
one
to
four p.m. This is
I also wonder what will happen when Junior rinds out
The Bethany Sunday School
lovely in her street length ed cream with black accessorwas
..g held in memory of a for- Class of the First Baptist
that Daddy lied to him.
dress of white lace fashioned ies. Pink and white carnations
mer
chapter
officer,
Miss
SEELB.WH
Lulu
Church
meet
will
the
at
home
wrong
is
it
think
Lie
I
to
to
Personally
to children
make
with long sleeves gathered to were used for her corsage.
of Mrs. H. C. Chiles at seven a wide cuff with pearl buttons
them behave. Good old fashioned land honest] discipline Young.
Reception
The money making projects p.m. with Group 'IV in charge.
HOME OF KENTUCKY HOSPITALITY
builds better characters in the long run.
Lace trim was at the neck and
Following the ceremony a re•••
and the program of work for
sleeves. Her shoulder length ception was held at the home
As it says in Proverbs 22:6, "Train up a child in the way the year were
r
401 and WaInrft
r•
discussed.
I .._„. _ .
The First Baptist Church
illusion was attach- of the bride's parents.
int.,. II, knnr,,I,
he should go, and when be is old he will not depart from it."
Those present were Susan WMS will begin its observance veil of silk
white orPunch and cake were servWhat do you say, Abby?
TRUTHFUL RANGER
Hale, Suzanne Hale, Nancy Ma- of the week of prayer for state ed to a headpiece of
this, Gail Russell, Marilyn missions at the church at 9:30 gandy flowers and seed pearls. ed from the beautifully apDEAR RANGER: I'm with Proverbs.
She carried a beautiful bri- pointed bride's table.
Parks, Bonnie Cohoon, Jennie a.m. Mrs. Humphrey Key is
bouquet of two dozen white
dal
The bride is a graduate of
Barker, Pat Evans, Celia Sim- program leader.
feathered carnations tied with Murray High School. The groom
• ••
DEAR ABBY: Ask the man who owns the mute parakeet mons, Jennifer Taylor, FHA
lovers knots and greenery.
is a graduate of Calloway Counif he knows whether he has a male or female bird. If he has members, Mrs. A. B. Crass and
The Almo Elementary School
Miss Sheila Tidwell was the ty High School and will attend
a female, he had better forget about trying to get it to talk Mrs. G. T. Lilly, FHA advisors. PTA will meet at the school at
Murray State University.
• ••
two p.m.
because only the males talk.
Mr. and Mrs. Ballard are now
•••
And by the way, Abby, do YOU know how to tell the
at home at 413 South Twelfth
The
Suburban
Homemakers
difference between a male and female parakeet? And don't
Street, Murray.
Club will meet at the home of
tell me that it matters only to another parakeet.
Mrs. Tommy Carraway, 522
PARAKEET OWNER
South 7th Street, at 7:30 p.m
Mrs. George Coney opened
Mrs. Holmes Dunn is cohostess.
DEAR OWNER: The male parakeet has a bluish.
her home for the meeting of
•• •
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Phillips,
brownish stripe across his beak. The female beak is clear.
executive council of the
The Elm
Grove Baptist the
TROPICAL FISH and SUPPLIES
505 South Ninth Street, Murray,
Missionary Society of
Ha!
Woman's
Church WMS will begin its obare the parents of a baby boy
Elm Grove Baptist Church
the
Corner of Fourth and Elm
CONFIDENTIAL TO "A FALLEN AWAY, BUT STILL born on Monday. September 1, servance of the week of pray- held on Tuesday, September 2,
DEVOUT CATHOLIC": For a brilliant and leered bly at 11:55 p.m. at the Murray- er for state missions at the at seven-thirty o'clock in the
church at two p.m. Mrs. Earl evening.
courageous peek Into the m!nd and conscience of another Calloway County Hospital.
Lee will be program leader.
seven
weighed
baby
The
The WMS president, Mrs.
"fallen away — but devout Catholic," read JAMES
•••
presided.
pounds 71,4 ounces and has been
Burkeen,
Charles
VVOI14
.
KAVANAUGH'S book, "THE BIRTH OF GOD."
4t01
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle Mrs. Alfred Keel gave the call
named Kevin Brent. They have
•W1V
S
.rd
eilreert
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a permitsl one daughter, Lisa, age 54. of the First United Methodist to prayer with the scripture
ROBERT
PAUL
VP/
Church
WSCS
will
meet
partnerat
the
in
is
5:1-14
father
new
Revelations
The
reading from
reply write to Abby, Box Wee, Los Angeles, Cal. Neff, and
MYH ILL
KOCH
ship with his brother in a clean- church at 7:30 p.m.
followed by prayer by Mrs. W.
anciese a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
•• •
up shop.
A. Farmer.
The Cordelia Erwin Circle of
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding," Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Futrell, secretary,
Mrs. Earnest Phillips of Murmend $1 to Abby, Box 15711, Los Angeles, Cal. 9114111.
read the minutes. Other re
ray Route Six and Mr. and the South Pleasant Grove Unit- ports were given by the varMrs. Itymon Sholar of Bumpus ed Methodist Church will meet ious chairmen. Mrs. Wilbur
Mills, Tenn. R. M. Stetter of at the church at seven p.m.
Weston led the closing prayer.
• ••
Paducah is a great graildfather.
Texas Fights
Plans for the week of pray•••
The Sigma Department of the er for state missions to be held
Al Pollution
Mr. and Mrs. Lennie Mize of Murray Woman's Club will each day next week at two p.m.
AUSTIN, Tex. (UPI) —
Route Five announce have a potluck supper at the except on Wednesday at 7:30
Murray
air
down
In an attempt to cut
of a baby girl, Karla club house at 6:30 p.m. with p.m. at the church.
birth
the
pollution, the Texas Air Control Jean, weighing seven pounds Mesdames Morgan
Sisk, W. J.
Others present were Mrs. Alhas prohibited cities of thirteen ounces, born on Tues- Pitman, Gene Steely, Don Over.
bert Crider, Mrs. Earl Lee,
from
more than 5,000 population
bey,
Robert
Buckingham, and Mrs. Walton Fulkerson, and
day, September 2, at 7:46 a.m.
burning refuse.
at the Murray-Calloway County Z. C. Enix as hostesses, John Mrs. Charles Henry.
Gordon Taylor of the MSU
Hospital.
Refreshments were served by
Afro
/
Department
They have two other daugh- Education
will the hostess.
•••
ters, Ronda, age four, and Lynn, speak on "Let's Keep Our
THE
age two. The new father is em- Teenagers in School".
• ••
ployed at the Stella Filed Mill
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Yearry of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs- Lfcel
The Theta Department of the
BRA Mize of Lake City, Ark., are Murray Woman's Club have a
Mrs. Rob Ray, chairman of
the grandparents. Mrs. Francis patio picnic at 6r:30 p.m. at the
Ilk, no other Ward of Paragould, Ark., is a club
house with Mesdames A. the Press Book Committee of
great grandmother.
G. Wilson, Ben Trevathan, Ken the Murray Woman's Club, was
as.
afternoon at a
Adams, and Ray Brownfield as hostess Tuesday
home on
hostesses. Mrs. Dan Hutson will Coke party at her
sei 50 GOLDFISH BOWLS AND GUPPIES GIVEN
Drive.
Kirkwood
present the program on "Never
Your Welcome Wagon
Attending were Mrs. Don KelTO FIRST ARRIVALS
Dinosaur".
A
Tease
hostess has gifts and
ler, the club president; Mrs. Alchairman;
helpful information
soo THE FISH NET WILL BE OPEN 7 DAYS PER
len Russell, publicity
Mrs. John Gregory, recording
A TEN GALLON
for you.
WE EK, 12 NOON TO 9 P.M.
ma mirsde hr., lifts and shape
secretary; and nine departmen"If God Be For Us Who Can
AQUARIUM
SET-UP
of
Society
Women's
ths
Mrs.
largo
The
bust
chairmen:
... tits small bust
low WEST KENTUCKY'S MOST COMPLETE SUPCall her at
Be Against Us", with her scrip- tal publicity
GIVEN AWAY FREE
Christian Service of the Mar
appears tarter- Duke estartfild
Glen Grogan, Kappa; Mrs. Gar
Phone 753-Z376
ture
from
Romans
8:31.
PLIES AND TROPICAL FISH VARIETIES
Delta; Mrs. John J.
tins Chapel United Methodist
by Fenny Rich. Complete comfort!
Rev. EasPy, minister of the nett Jones,
I,.
_
Church held a potluck supper
No strap *aid Itstd * expert
Alpha; Mrs. Ken AdLivesay,
church, spoke to the group on
tot BIG PARKING LOT
Arts; Mrs. Alfred
at the lake cottage of Rev. and
fitters. Deem pobootor and optCreative
ams,
Mrs. Johnson Easley on Tues- "The Art of Romance". Mrs. Taylor, Home; Mrs John C.
ion or igloo Ism or sll-cotton.
August 26, at eV o'clock One Whitnell led in prayer.
day.
Enix,
Music; Mrs Z
1195 to 16.95. las 21 to 46,
Mrs Mary Ridings, president Winter,
in the evening.
Sigma; Mrs Jack Bailey. Zeta;
A to 011.
presided and Mrs. Alfred BunFamilies of the Members
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen, Theta.
ADVERTISED IN VOGUE
can, secretary, read the mm- and
were guests for the evening.
Mrs. Gregory demonstrated
utes.
MRS. JULIET DUKE
Msg. Harmon Whitnell gave
use of the club camera, and
Twelve members and thei the
753-6631
the devotion On the subject,
publicity plans for the new club
families were present.
year were formulated

r
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Mrs. George Cossey
Hostess For Elm
Grove Meeting

Nit

e
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12:00
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Mrs. Rob Ray Has
Publicity Meet
For Woman's Club
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Potluck Supper Is
Held By WSCS At
Easley Cottage

•ii
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Murray High FHA
Council Has Meet
At The Lilly Home
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Schools in Philly
Have Negro Majority
PHILADELPHIA (URA) A survey released by the school
board shows Negroes make up
58.8 per cent of the student
population in public schools here.
The report said there %ere
166,442 Negroes among the
282,976 pupils in the public
system.

Suicide Study
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) —
The U.S. Public Health Service
has granted $400,000 to the
University of California's Langley
Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute
for a study of depressive states
and suicide prevention.
Although not all depressed
persons are suicidal, about 80
per cent of suicides are the
result of depression, according
• * •
to Dr. Jerome A. Motto, who
will direct the study, which he
Shun Grows_
MEXICO CITY (UPI) — said would be aimed at ministers,
The fastest growing area in bur- nurses, social workers and nongeoning Mexico is Nozahualeoy- psychiatric physicians.
* * *
otl City, a slum of tarpaper
and aluminum-siding shacks on
the drying bed of former Lake
Texcoco on the outskirts of Mex- Too Eager
COVINGTON, Ky. (UPI) —
ico City.
The area was not opened to On the eve of his induction into
settlement until 1946. By 1963, the Army, 19-year-old Robert
it was incorporated as a city. C. Morgan was practicing military
It now has a population of drill with a 22 caliber rifle
,600,000, one of the largest cities During one maneuver, the gun
in the country. The population went off.
The Army lost a prospective
growth of the city, which has
few paved streets or utilities, draftee and Morgan nearly lost
is estimated at 10,000 persons a foot as a result of the bullet
wound.
per month

triton, 705
, returned
Chattanoowas the
hter, Mrs.
Ir. Miller,
e past two
.attanoogak
Virs. Milo"
ghter, Ka
de Island,
Mr. and
Jack Bai-field, Mrs.
B. Ford,
Mrs. Hat.
W. Stuart,
411 Eaton,
ton.
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SOMETHING TO CROW ABOUT—Fired every 2% minutes, this cannon scares
the daylights
out of crows trying to feast in corn patches. It
is propane operated, makes a lot of noise
and creates a lot of confusion, but fires no
shells, makes no smoke and kills no birds.
Joe Bray, a plant breeder, is regulating the valve
On the propane tank in the Milo plots
of the Missouri Farmers Association's research
nursery north of Marshall.

SING-ALONG HITS A SOUR NOTE--In Colorado Springs, Colo.. to address the National
Governors Conference, President Nbcon directs a girls' singing group.
In his address.
the President outlined his major domestic program. which collided with
a' conferem.
committee's recommendation bearing the imprint of New York Gov.
Nelson A. Rockefeller asking for more federal help for state and local government.

FALL PROGRAMS ARE THE BEST EVER!

national and international news the upside-down world of 1969
developments, market action such indications should be
seems to be favoring the bulls, grounds for enthusiasm," the
according to Spear & Staff, Inc. firm says.
Perhaps the true story is told
—
by individual industry groups
TPO Inc. suggests buying
and stocks. There is strong leading performers at current
evidence that many that hint of levels for intermediate gains.
-NEW YORK (UPI)—There
a coming major upturn already Over the next two weeks the
can be no sustained stock
have turned the corner, the list appears likely to back and
market rally without some
firm said.
fill over a narrow range, the
basic good news like additional
firm says, and many leading
troop withdrawals from Vietissues may continue to advance
nam or signs of easier money,
NEW YORK (UPI)— Market while others consolidate for
according to Paine, Webber,
Jackson & Curtis. The firm psychology seems to be posi- possible future gains.
detected "straws in the wind" tive, since the list continues to
which may suggest the Federal show durability in the face of
news items, says
Reserve Board soon will be adverse
able to ease its tight money Bache & Co. Actually, a trend BOHAN
INDICTED
in the war against inflation is
policies.
not
readily
discernible,
"mul—
JERUSALEM (UPI)— Israel
The next major move in the tiple interpretations can be
has indicted Michael Denis
made
with
the
same
figures,"
market will be upward, accordBohan for setting fire to El
ing to the Alexander Hamilton and the market's lack of Aqsa
Mosque in Jerusalem,
Institute. The firm set no direction mirrors these subtle- attributing
the 28-year-old Austies.
timetable, but added it also
tralian's action to "his extreme
-- —
expected a subsequent decline
The stock market has been religious conviction."
prior to Thanksgiving Day
discounting
deflation most of
which would not be as severe
this year, observes Winslow,
Bohan also
has indicated
as the June-July downtrend.
Cohu & Stetson. It should now, Monday for an alleged abortive
-- —
logically, turn its attention to attempt to set the islamic
Acting on the promise that
anticipating
the psychological shrine ablaze 10 days earlier.
the fourth quarter will be
Inflationary effects of monetary
bullish, the Dines Letter says
any new shakeout will have to policy reversaiwsnce the authorNo date was announced for
come soon. Last week's upturn ities see their planned business his trial in Jerusalem district
recession
starting,
the
firm
must be viewed as a bear rally
court. If convicted, Bohan faces
and the market remains in a 'adds. "In past years it was up to 15 years in prison on each
precisely
this
kind
of
negative
delicate position despite its
economic evidence, first visible arson count and an additional
improvement, the letter said.
after Labor Day, that brought three years on another charge
on stock market weakness. In violation of a holy place.
In
spite
of
inconsistent
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British Hong Kong Educational System
Under Fire Despite Boast of Superiority
By F. K. WU
Central Press Association
Correspondent
HONG KONG—The British
educational system in Hong
Kong, supposedly much superior
to that of the United States,
has backfired to the dismay of
its ardent champions here.
One serious concern is that
many teenagers might commit
suicide should they fail to pass
the examinations as given by
the Education Department, a
unit of the Hong Kong government, or if they do not pass
sufficient subjects to make an
impression on prospective employers. Such suicides or attempted suicides happened in
the past several years and now
necessitate watchers from a
civic organization to forestall
such attempts.
Success in examination means
completion of high school courses, but if students want to enter the two local government
universities, they have to study
two more years and take an entrance examination known as
matriculation. Failure to pass
might also mean suicide or a
great setback to a future career.
• • •
UNDER the British exttmination system as practiced in
Hong Kong, examiners who set
the questions claim considerable credit if more students are
not able to get through. The
criticized
examinations
are
every year as seen in letters
to newspaper editors. Some of
the critics are among the hunkers or their parents.
The objections are that students are more eager to pass
the examinations than to learn
something useful for their future and that some weak but
wealthy candidates are able to
come out with flying colors "just
because they hired the best tutors who correctly guessed the
questions
and
examination
Coached their students accordingly.
Newspapers report from.time
to time that certain examination questions were leaked
out to the candidates, because
some of them seemed to be
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Hong Kong school children applaud Director
of Education .1. Channing, a ranking government official, on his arrival in their area.
memorizing the answers. The bers including a doctor of eduEducation Department which cation trained in the University
conducts the examinations al- of California to take examinaways promises investigations. tions of the University of LonOften the outcome is a denial don for an external B. A. deof any leak or an explanation gree.
• • •
that some clever tutors guessed
THE ADVISER went on to
the right questions. Leaks
also flared up in the recent en- disparage the junior colleges in
trance examination to the Chi- the United States by saying
nese University of Hong Kong, that their B. A. degree was inwhich states it is probing the ferior to the same degree as
conferred by British and Commatter to the bottom.
• • •
monwealth universities.
%rgan knows absolutely
DESPITE the severe strain on
youth and snafus in examina- noth g about the American edtion questions as stated in the ucattqnal system. though he tries
newspapers, British-trained eji- to co pare it with the British,"
ucators in Hong Kong belieie said the doctor educated at
In the higher standards of their Berkeley. Though Morgan was
system and underestimate the subsequently dropped by the
American pattern.
university, his misguided notion
Such a view is vehemently of American education is still
rejected by American-educated shared by some British and ChiChinese in this British crown nese colonial educators here.
colony and is attributed to a
On the other hand few Britsheer inferiority complex as a ish educators in Britain would
cause of prejudice
look down on American colleges.
As an adviser to- the Chinese A British professor would be
University, L. G. Morgan once, highly elated if he had a chance
urged a group of faculty mem- to teach in America.
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UNIVERSITY PARK, ra.
(UPI) - The effect of political
satire often is hard to gauge.
A member of President U.S.
Grant's cabinet is reported to
have said that the end of the
Civil War was due "to three
forces: the army, the navy and
the Nasby letters."

i
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ARE YOU READY?

FOR THE NEW FALL TV. SHOWS
All major TV networks will be
showing new and exciting shows
this Fall and Winter!

V

for the best in football games,
variety shows and movies!

I CALL MURRAY CABLEVISIONI
TODAY
We can furnish you with more
TV variety and clearer pictures.

today.
But his generation was
enthusiastic about him.
Abraham Lincoln was one of
Nasby'a greatest admirers and
offered Locke a job. A
collection of Nasby letters was
the last book the president
looked at before going to Ford's
Theater the night of his death.
"Nasby became a household
wcrd,- Harrison writes. "His
letters were eagerly anticipated
and voraciously read in farm and
small-town homes throughout
the country."
But Locke was not so happy
with him.
"I wish to God that I had
never heard of that Nasby
stuff," he once said. "Every
hayseed in the country feels he
has a right to step up and holler,
'Hello, Nasby.'"

Petrolgum Vesuvius Nasby
was the creation of the most
powerful political satirist in the
Civil War period, David Ross
Locke.
Locke, as editor of the
Toledo Blade, invented Nasby
"not to amuse but to incite."
And incite he did.
Locke portrayed Nasby as a
of the
great
supporter
Democratic party and a believer
in slavery.
In the best tradition of the
political satirist, he put Nasby in
situations designed to make the
Southern and Democratic
arguments appear completely
ridiculous.
SIGNS CONTRACT
Story Told
The story of Nasby and
BOSTON (UPI}-Henry FinLocke is told in a biography of kel, purchased last week from
San Diego Rockets, signed a
the journalist, "The Man Who the
with the Boston
contract
FIRST FEMALE COMMERCIAL PILOT---- JoClaire Welch, 30, the
Made Nasby, David Ross
Celtics Friday for the 1969-70
first woman pilot of a commercial air line, runs through the
Locke," by John M. Harrison, a
National Basketball Association
check list at Houston, Tex., before a flight to Austin, Tex.
professor at Pennsylvania State
season. The Celtics also signed
She is a co-pilot for Air East Airlines, a new passenger
University.
Gordon Smith, a University of
service. Miss Welch used to teach eighth grade English.
Because his message wa:
guard who was their
directed at the people of his Cincinnati
No. 6 draft choice.
but
only
appropriate
eminently
times„. Nasby is little „known
Rather than concentrating on
avoiding what is 'bad' and trying sensible."
to stamp it out, the concern is
on all alternate acceptable
possibilities and the testing of
their effects."
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He notes also a return to the
"oral tradition in literature" in
which literature, well read,
becomes an exciting experience
and an additional aid to the
understanding of literature." He
downgrades silent, close reading
for the purpose of criticism.

YES, MAM?
MY NAME?

9

The World's Best $2300
Wagon -flattens
hills and gas bills with an
overhead cam efigine!

With the goal of increasing
power over language and
confidence in its use, Hogan
said, the thrust must be
classroom activities that involve
students in listening and
Speaking in natural groups on
issues that concern them. He
stresses informal discussion just plain talk - rather than
platform presentations Or oral
book reports.

of the traditional approach)
majorizend Hovui cites is
adopt a more inquiry-oriented one toward the use of
teacher education program. contemporary literature in
Along with this change,
paperback, the kind of reading
laboratory work in the school,
that
elicits intense personal
particularly elementary schools,
responses from children. This
Will be seen as more important,
supercedes traditional reading
so that the many states'
dwelling on moral values and
statutory requirements of the
national heritage.
use of science texts will be
Schools also are
discontinued and more funds
experimenting with filmmaking
made available for the necessary
as part of the English
texts."
curriculum.
Robert F. Hogan, executive
secretary of the National
"In these schools' S term
Council of Teachers of English paper need not be a 10 or 20
says the traditional goal o page typewritten manuscript,
language instruction was to replete with footnotes and
standardize and purify --- to bibiliographies. It might just as
teach "good" English.
easily become a series of
with
Now, he believes, English photographs
curriculum, recognizing the interconnecting discourse"
Hogan said.
worth of various regional and
"If, for example, a term
ethnic dialects, concedes that
ability to be comfortable in paper assignment might include
various forms of the language - a study of current community
not mastery of a rigid standard problem, the use of visual
materials in such a report is not
- marks the educated man.
"The trend in recent years
Vermont's constitution was
has been...to an exploration
first in the nation to give
the
into various graramatic
universal male suffrage without
structures and other linguistic
property qualifications.
units to see how they work, to
see what alternatives exist for
any of them and to see in what
Black bear cubs weigh only
different ways they go together. six to eight ounces when born.

1g69

It's Easy

Political satire
a la 'Nasby'

Mood, Methods of Change Grip
11 The School Scene Nationwide
nonwestern
NEW YORK (UPI) - Math developments in public strong emphasis on
affairs.
;Students will study probability education that will shape the studies and world studies
social
The
Traditional
tomorrow?
of
schools
iand statistics. Computer
and journal, -The Nation's Schools," programs were oriented almost
t•programming
several exclusively to the study of the
invited experts in
mathematical
.. mputer-oriented
::eo
the United States and Western
discuss
t'eoncepts will be routine parts of curriculum areas to
12 curriculum.
5:4.
new techniques and materials. Europe. Other trends, such as
al and The views of the new education comparative study of families,
s.- Anthropologic
•
in
krIliociological concepts of cultural are based on their reports in the communities and regions
it
make
years,
elementary
issue.
will
conflicts
current
and
- V.-hinges, needs
Social studies curriculum is possible to include examples
be the "in" subjects in the social
Africa, and Latin
.• sciences. Chronological history becoming strikingly different from Asia,
early
America."
and
1950s
the
from that of
will be out.
New teaching methods, she
In the physiad sciences, the 1960s, a reaction to the criticism
traditional chemistry and that it was out of touch with believes, will put stress on
inquiry and discovery and the
physics textbooks will step aside social reality.
Dorothy Fraser, coordinator use of multimedia materials_
for interdisciplinary studies
"Even in the early years," she
based on mixed media of social sciences at Hunter
presentations and College in New York, foresees an said, "pupils are called on to
'investigate-it-yourself laboratory end to the dominance of collect information from a range
chronological history. "Materials of sources, organize it and
,research.
Inquiry - not assign, recite from anthropology, sociology develop their own conclusions
be the dominant and social psychology are woven and generalizations."
;:jilnd test
Reeding in different form will
me in all subjects.
into many of the new programs
This is an enlightened view of for elementary and secondary dominate the new resources but
American public education -- levels," she said. Some high many programs being developed
not in the year 2000 but in the school courses in both subjects emphasize films, filmstrips,
very near future. Teacher now are offered. She sees both slides, tapes, and kits of models
training and publication of economics and political science and artifacts.
In the physical sciences,
materials to make it possible are on the rise with mbdel courses
going on right now. In some already available for junior high writes Robert Karplus, director
instances, such apparently and high school use.
of the science curriculum
University
futuristic teaching already is in
"Another feature of new improvement study,
valuable
most
"the
California,
of
practice.
a
is
social studies programs
features of the new courses are
What are the trends and
their scientific integrity and an
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle
emphasis on science as inquiry:
experimentation, evaluation of
&OM 30 OMOBEI
and constructions of
009W1Ia ORM330 evidence,
6-Symbol for
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and theories.
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branches
texts that have been used by
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0000 000U
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schools during the past 40 years.
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More and more teachers are
country
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• 23-Transaction
Ka rpl u s, a professor of
name
46-Girl's
plant
36-Woody
Flying
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24
24-Wager
physics at Caiifomia's Berkeley
of
47-Prophet
25-Goddess
play
37-Part in
• 26-lassoed
campus, says a new movement
healing
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has begun in school science
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which is "a trend
education
of
-Brother
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plinary science
inter-disci
toward
Pclin
caama
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drying
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courses...which integrate the
• 34-Attempt
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presently fragmented approach
38-Article of
the standard biologyof
furniture
chemistry-physics sequence."
39-Nobleman
What does the future hold?
41 Was borne
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"First, we look forward to wider
45-Theatre boxes
implementation of the new
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science, especially as colleges
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and universities (the last bastions
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Joe Carrolo At 92
Is "Carousel King"
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Problem for IQ
tests in ghetto

twy

)•

WASHINGTON (UPI) — grade. School officials there feel
Questions asked on standarized that diagnostic and reading tests
IQ — intelligence quotient — generally will be more helpful
tests assume that all children than IQ tests in evaluating
have fathers, know what a tree student abilities and planning
is, and live in middle class their programs
surroundings.
The controversy over IQ tests
That's not good for ghetto has spilled over into the entire
children taking them.
field of testing.
A substantial number of these
There is a growing body of
boys and girls can't speak Of a
father — not even from memory tutorial types who feel all, or at
because they've never seen least most, tests should be
discarded.
theirs.
Many of these children rarely
Tests, it as argued, stifle the
see a tree in their asphalt and joy of learning and the drive to
concrete world. And practically find out the "why" of things.
all of them are more familiar
with rats than ponies or other
animals middle class children
learn to know.
Even the language used on IQ
tests is alien to ghetto residents,
authorities say.
As a result: present IQ tests
are not likely to judge fairly the
abilities of ghetto children,
COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI) —
writes Dr. Frank B. Women,
author of "Test Norms: Their Recent increases in the prices of
Use and Interpretation" meat have caused experts to
(National Education provide consumers with a series
of helpful hints to stretch food
Association.)
dollars.
Robert
Coles,
a
Harvard
through
race
Flames
CANADIAN EMBASSY FIRED IN
psychiatrist,
considers
The market information
the 5-story Canadian Embassy in Vienna after a man
standardized IQ tests a mockery department of Ohio State
identified as Colmar Losonczy, 46, a Hungarian-born Canawhen used with ghetto children. University says "good planning"
dian, hurled a Molotov Cocktail to the floor, sending up a
"My children would flunk is the best way to save money on
burst of fire. Two persons were killed and 32 others injured.
their IQ test" if one were meat.
devised on the experiences and
"Read the food ads,"
the rich and vibrant language of
explained OSU's Dr. Lois
the ghetto, he figures.
He considers intelligence Simonds. "Meat in best supply is
testing in general a naive and usually priced under the usual
simple-minded way of looking at cost. Keep up-to-date on prices
human being of all colors and to recognize good buys and
specials as they appear."
races.
Los Angeles elementrry
Buying decisions, however,
schools this year paid attention should not be made on price
to criticisms that IQ tests
FORT COLLINS, Colo.(UPI) CSU,..,but is using rats instead of measure abilities of minority alone, Dr. Simonds said.
— A Colorado State University
"Consider the amount of
groups unfairly.
,
scientist has come across a new humans. He'bid humans and
waste that may be present and
rats
show
similar
They
weight
eliminated
loss
the
tests
at
way for weight watchers to trim
compare cost of serving," she
except for one given in the sixth said. "Divide
off pounds — up to 10 per cent high altitudes.
the price per
of their weight in six weeks.
Dr. Charles
J. Eagan, a
professor at the College of
Veterinary Medicine and
Biomedical Sciences, says all the
dieter has to do is to move to an
altitude above 15,000 feet.
Over a six-week period, Eagan
says, a man may lose 5 to 10 per
cent of his weight when he
moves from a low altitude to
one of more than 15.000 feet.
Eagan, however, doesn't
advocate the method for dieters.
It would be difficult to find
many spots over 15,000 feet
that would be habitable.
Actually, the scientist is
studying ways to stop the weight
loss.
His studies show that a high
calorie, high protein diet tends
to limit weight loss. The diet
also has another side effect -- it
helps man acclimate to the high
altitude.
Dr. Eagan's research began
when he was conducting fitness,
altitude acclimatization and cold
tolerance studies for the Air
Force in 1964. The work was
done at the Arctic Aeromedical
Laboratory's high altitude
facility on 14,000-foot Mount
Wrangell in Alaska.
Eagan is continuing tests at

Hold meat
price- live

Ole

Joe Carrolo, hops aboard one of his carousel creatures, this one a "bejeweled" galloping giraffe,
for his umsteenth million merry-go-round ride.

fib

By STEVE LIBBY
Central Press Association Correspondent
WARWICK, R.I.—His name is Joe Carrolo, he is 92 years old,
he operates three merry-go-rounds—two in Rhode Island and one
in Connecticut—and he's just about the most youthful man for
his years you've ever seen.
The White House in Washington was occupied by Benjamin
Harrison when Joe started in
merry-go-round business, back
in 1890, at the age of 13. That was back in Syracuse, N.Y., half a
world away from his native Italy, and 'a mere 200 miles from his
present home here in Warwick.
Still spry, Joe has two carousels in his home town, one virtually
in the backyard of his comfortable Narragansett Bay home which
he shares with his daughter. Alice, 67. His classic is a 52-foot
merry-go-round in Wai-wick's Goddard Park. He brought the
merry-go-round with him from
"It would cost at least $60,000
Syracuse f.1 years ago.
to duplicate my big merry-go* • •
"WHAT I'm most proud of,". round today," says the king of
he says, his shock of white hair 'the carousels. "They don't make
blowing in the motion of his them as artistically anymore.
carousel, "is that every animal They're nearly all machine-made
is hand-carved. That's a lost art of plastic or aluminum," he says
these days. Years ago, all the disapprovingly.
Some years ago, Joe sold yet
horses were wooden, made in
Germany and most of the old another carousel to a millionaire
craftsmen are long since --dead. who shippeci the ride to the isThen, too, there are 20,000 col-' land of Antigua, in the Caribored glass stones and diamonds bean Sea. His chief reward, he
imbedded in my animals." Joe says, is just knowing that his
and his wife hand-set the stones merry-go-round is bringing so
much enjoyment to youngsters
more than 60 years ago.
Every day, from late May un- who had never spells or heard of
merry-go-mood before
til Labor Day, Joe is at Goddard a
Park from noon till mid-evening,
operating his big merry-goNOW in his 79th year of merround. He sells tickets, collects ry-go-round operation, and as a
them, straps tots on the horsies man who should know, Joe is
and keeps up a steady stream voluble on the continuing popuof cheerful patter. "I like to tell larity of the carousel as an
the kids how nice they are," he amusement park ride. "There
smiles. "It calms them down if has never been anything in the
they have any fear of riding. history of the business," he
As far as the older girls go, I points out, "so popular in appeal
flirt a little and tell them to as the merry-go-round, and
stay pretty."
there never will be."
• • •
Joe thinks this is because the
AS OFTEN as not, Joe is in carousel is the first ride youngthe "center," operating his huge sters ever go on and, as they
ride. "Running this merry-go- grow up, they recapture some
round is my life," says Joe. "I of their happy childhood memwouldn't think of giving it up. ories by riding it again with
It keeps me young."
their children and their childJoe's other carousel in Rhode ren's children.
During his 79-year career in
Island is operated by his widowed daughter, just a few min- the business, Carrolo has also
utes walk from their cottage on operated roller coasters, Ferris
the bay. It's much smaller and wheels and shoot-the-chutes. As
less imposing than the one at for his carousels Joe figures he
Goddard Park. "But the horses has had upward of 15 million
on it are also hand-carved," he riders on his several merry-gosays. He wouldn't have them rounds—about twice the popuany other way.
lation of New York City.

Lower weight by
getting higher

to

N

How to fa
leisure
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.
(UPI) — Women need to reonent
their thinking so they will not
feel a sense of guilt and
uneasiness over increased leisure
time activities reports a home
management specialist at

pound by the number of servings
you could expect from a given
cut of meat."
Dr. Simonds provided the
following guide:
—Much bone (short ribs,
spare ribs), 1 serving per pound.
—Some bone (pork loin roast,
blade chuck roast), 2 servings
per pound.
—Little bone (round steak,
ham steak), 3 servings per
pound.
—No bone (ground beef,
boneless roasts), 4 servings per
pound.
A word of caution when
painting. Don't overreach on a
ladder. Instead, move the ladder
often.

Treating the Irritant
NEW YORK (UPI) — Try hot
water to alleviate itching caused
by such summer hazards as
poison ivy and insect bites.
The water, hot enough to be
painful, should be applied
briefly but repeatedly with a
wash cloth. The itchy skin also
can be exposed to very hot
running water. However, the
high temperature — 120 to 130
degrees - is too high to be used
safely in bath or shower. If a
large area of skin is involved, it
should receive the hot water
treatment bit 'oy bit. Women's
Medical News Service reports the
method of treatment.
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Pennsylvania State University.
Helen E. Bell notes that
household automation is
releasing most women from the
drudgery of household chores
and giving them time to call
their own.
Many women in this situation i
get frustrated, Miss Bell says,
because many Americans still
believe work is what chiefly
counts in our society.
She says the thought of
leisure time frightens too many

SURVIVORS CLIMB TO SAFETY—After 12 hours in the water,'
two survivors of the Australian freighter Noon Gah, which'
sank in heavy seas off the coast of Sydney, climb to safety'
aboard the freighter Meringai. One body was found and 20
other crewmen were missing
(Cablephoto)

WASHINGTON (U P 1)
Robert
A,
Mullin, senior
national bank examiner in the
San Francisco Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency,
Monday was named director of
the agency's International Divis
sion.
housewives and they fear
boredom.
Miss Bell suggests women
begin now to prepare themselves
for their extra free time so they
can use it to best advantage.
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Double belt . .. eliminates squirm (prith4 cause of tire wear).
Holds tread firm, more rigid, solidly against rood, even on curves.
The results? . . . up to TWICE THE MILEAGE of 4-ply nylon cord
premium tires! You get better traction .. . greater stabihty .
a
vast improvement in steering control! The GREATEST SAFETY innovation since tires went tubeless !The GREATEST MILEAGE innovation of all time!
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POLYESTER CORD
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Runs from bead to bead. Stronger than rayon! Provides a smoother
ride .
with no objection& -nylon thump-!

&
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WIDE LOW OVAL DESIGN

Her

3?

Ii
and ask

Looks like a racing tire. One-third wider than conventional tire
it
treads! Our mod-style design looks better! More important .
provides better troction and made to endure high speed stress &
rough handling! It also has a Chlorobutyl Tubeless Liner, the best
protection against flats & blowouts! Truly, the tire of the 70's &
the kind of value you expect from us!
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COMPARE OUR PRICES...FAR BELOW SIMILAR
TIRES OF OTHER MAKES!
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BRIDGE WORK NEEDED The killer floods spawned by devastating Hurricane Camille
this broken bridge spanning the Rivanna River at Palmyra, Va.
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FREE MOUNTING
FREE ROTATION
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5000 miles!

Wheel Balancing s1.25...1ZI::ct;1•4
• All Rric•s plus Tax & old tiro

COMPARE Al

170-14 (7.35 x 14)
F70-14 (7.75 x 14)
670-14 (8.25 x 14)
670-15(8.25 x 15)
H70-15 (8.55 x 15)

zhoma

TI FtE &SU pPLY

50.50
52.50
54.5a,
54.50 56.50

9 -6 Mon. - Thur.
9 - 9 Fri. - Sat.
1 6 Sunday

OUR PRIG

FED. TAX

30.95
32.95
34.95-34.95
36.95

'4

2.33
2.44

2.5§
2.69
285

PHO E 753-8391
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950 No
Tenn.

WILL SELL IT FASTER!
INN
Yes, a sign on the windshield may sell your car. If you're
lucky
and patient. But why trust to luck? Especially
when there is a better way to sell it. Our way. Advertise
it for sale with a LEDGER AND TIMES WANT AD.
It's
the fastest, easiest method of finding car ,buyers, Econnomical too. Car buyers like to shop LEDGER WANT
ADS because the selection there is so big

And this holds true on anything else you have to sell....
whether it's a car, or a house or a farm. Be a regular
user of LEDGER WANT ADS and get consistent
results. Dial 754.1916 and let LEDGER WANT ADS
go to
work for you. They get fast results.
And when they find what they want, watch out.
They
pounce on a good buy.
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FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

SERVICES OPPIRSID

THREE-BEDROOM house furnished. Newly redecorated. Two
miles out. $125.00 per month.
Phone 753-6572.
S-5-C

RETAIL SALES Personel, age
30-55, bookkeeping experience
desired but not necessary. Apply, P. 0. Box 426, Murray.
S-4-NC

PROV'ESSIONAL
reidnitiel
pang. Brush, roll, spray. aderences. Free estimates. fleas
7333486.
lept.-11K

.

LARGE LOT for trailer. No
children. Two miles out on May- LIUMINO P7123:77? No ezpor.
field Highway. Phone1753-7807- lance needed to earn 25% COM.
S-5-P mission demonstrating toys. No
RIAL ESTATE FOR SALE
IIJIAL ESTATE FOR SALE
AUTOS
SALE
investment
FOR RIM
Car
necentary.
AUTOS
SALA
No Jobs to Small or Large
TWO-BEDROOM trailer 10' a
Int* Toy Ladies Pull' Phut;
97 ACRE FARM, 11 miles east RESIDENCE and Income
to be Appreciated
N\N %%\,..\\
Pro50'.
conditioned.
Air
Apply
in
NICE
SLEEPING
rooms for
\\%%%\\%\
Johnstown, P& 13901
of Murray near Liberty Church perty-4 acres of land
Free Estimates
with
liboys, one block from campus person only at Dill's Electric
with 3-bedroom house, bath censed and approved
H-S-4-P
Contact:
trailer
after
4:00
p.
m.
Phone
S
753-6425
-5-C
753-5962
or
with running water, partly fin- park facilities.
WANTED:
Sept
30-C
Waitresses,
day
ished. Also a basement seperate COMMERCIAL
2-BEDROOM apartment for colLOT with 3shift, starting Sept. 15, Call
with living quarters. Farm is bedroom home.
lege
boys.
Call
DUPLEX
apartment
437-3513.
for
couWell located
753-4470 or 753-4421.
TFC
fenced and running spring wa- for business.
ples only. Call 753-8067.
S-10-P
ter. Sale price $16,000.00.
S-6-C
WANTED: Driver, full time. Between SAO a.
SLEEPING ROOM for college
as. end
NE ACRE commercial lot with NEARING COMPLETION - 3Apply in person, Radio Cab,I
1%8 Chevrolet Caprice 4-Door Hardtop. V-8 engine,
SAO a. wt.
girl.
Kitchen
FURNISHED
autobedroom
priveleges.
four
Locat- 101 South 6th.
tique frame building on Hwy. bedroom brick, city school disS-PC
matic transmission, air conditioning, power steering
house, 11
/
2 blocks from campus, ed at 506 South 8th Extended.
68 across from the Holiday trict, central heat and air, 1%
and brakes. Vinyl trim. Seafoam green with black
boys preferred. Phone 753-3895. May be seen any day after 5:30
Restaurant in Aurora. Ky. pric- baths.
WILL DO baby sitting in ray
vinyl roof.
6-8-C p. m.
LOW DOWN PAYMENT to qualS-6-P
ed to sell, $18,500.00.
home. Phone 753-4589.
1461 Chevrolet Malibu 2-Door Hardtop. V-8 engine,
TWO-BEDROOM
cottage in ified buyer. 2-bedroom home in
autoHOUSE TRAILER, two bedroom, TWO-BEDROOM furnished amatic transmission, power steering, radio, &
Keni-anna Shorts, lot size 75' Lynn Grove. Must be seen to
WILL BABY SIT in my home.
practically new, near college. partment. Zimmerman Apartwhite
$6600.00.
be
appreciated.
a 200'. Price
tires. Burgandy finish with black vinyl roof.
Mobile Home Village, 753-3895. ments, South 16th St. Couples
References furnished. Ph o ne
WE HAVE all types and SUN 3-BEDROOM BRICK in Fair19611 Dodge GTS Hardtop. V-8 engine, four speed
Our Manufacturing Plant, 753-1884.
S-8-C or teachers only. Phone 753transof building lots in SW of Mur- view Acres. Might consider
located in Cadiz. ky.. has
mission, radio, new wide oval tires. Red finish with
6609.
8.6-C
ray is the city school district, lease with purchase agreement.
several permanent openMOBILE HOME Village on Baiwhite vinyl roof.
sewer and water, price $2000 ALMO HEIGHTS:
ley Road, near College, utilities,
1%7 Chevrolet Caprice 2-Door Hardtop. V-8 engine,
ings for production workauto
2-BEDROOM concrete
block
to $4000.00.
Large spaces. Phone 753-3895.
matic
ers willing to work any
transmission,
air
NOTICE
conditioning,
home
with
one
power
acre
lot.
building
HAVE
steer
lots
in
ALSO
S-8-C
ing
and
shift.
brakes.
Low
2
mileage. Clean as a new car.
beautiful Panorama Shores, -BEDROOM frame home on
ELECTROLUI SALES &
Burgandy finish with black vinyl rod.
If interested, please conTRAILERS. One ten ft. wide,
Troy, Tennessee
price ranging from $750.00 to corner of US 641 and Ky. 484.
vice, Boa 113 Murray, Ky., C.
1969 Ford Ranger Pickup. 360 V-8 engine,
HAZEL:
two
-bedroom,
tact the personnel office,
air
conditioned,
$2000.00.
overdrive
3824176,
Phone
Sanders.
automatic washer, private lot. IL
transmission, new tires, radio, full wheel covers,
Cadiz Spring Products
FOR RENT: nice 2-bedroom 3-BEDROOM home on a wellSept.-17-C
4Vinvilk, KY.
Rent $75.00 per month. One 8 1
black finish.
home completely furnished, manicured corner lot.
Division
foot by 50 foot, two bedroom, REGISTER NOW fo r dance
electric heat and air condition• lOsitOOM home one block from
1966 Chevrolet Pickup. Long wide bed, six cylinder
Hoover
and Bearing
Ball
enair conditioned. $53.00 per mon- classes. Lyndia Cochran Dance
ing, double garage, $100.00 per the center of town.
girfe, standard transmission, radio. Real clean.
Phone 1-901-932-3112
Company
Low
th. Call 489-3623.
month at Panorama Shores. CLEAN-UP SHOP with 2 acres
S4.0 Studio. Phone 733-4647.
mileage.
Kentucky
Cadiz,
Charleston, Mo.
of land.
fiegt.-6-C
Couples only.
FLTRNISHED 2-bedroom house
Phone 1-314-433-6141
Opportunity
Equal
An
FARMS:
FOR ALL your Real Estate
with air conditioning and fire- I WILL NOT he responsible for
Employer
S-5 C
s8p
needs call or see FREEMAN 55.6 ACRES within 2 miles of
place. Located on a waterfront any debts other than my own
JOHNSON, Southside Shopping Murray. Large deluxe stock
lot
with
beautiful
view at Pano- after September 1, 1969. ThoCenter, Murray, Ky. Phone 753- barn, good fences, well and
7th & Main
rama Shores. Couple preferred. mas Daughty
Phone 753-5273
8-4-P
6-5-C ponds. Made to order for sub2731.
Call 753-6779 ask for Sonny or
WANTED: Baby sitter in my CARPET CLEANING, shampoot
dividing or raising horses on
ing and pile vacuuming, in yotrat
WILL
PERSON
who
found
after
5:30
p.
m.
home
8:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m.
s6c
call 753-4487.
BY OWNER. Three-bedroom a grand scale.
600
16
x
tire
wheel
and
Mon.\\\%\‘‘\\
SAN.\\\\\%\%\,
Monday through Friday. Must home or place of business. Also
0001.\\\%•%
S-4-C
brick home with carport, large 85 ACRES on blacktop road. 50
day between 4 and 7 o'clock at have own transportition. For floor cleaning, stripping argi
den and kitchen combination, acres sowed down and fenced.
BUILDING suitable for automo- city dump please call Bill Solomore information call 753-7844. rewaxing. For free estimable
two ceramic tile baths. Central Running water. Near lake. Beaubile business. Four electric mon 753-3316.
AUTOS POE SALA
SALM
FOR
5-6-P
S-5-C call 753-6049.
heat and air-conditioning. Pos- tiful building sites.
doors, air compressor, gas heat,
session immediately. 753-8025 92 ACRES on blacktop road, NEW ROOF EASY-Apply Hy- 1956 FORD two-ton truck with excellent lighting,
good loca- WE WILL NOT be responsible APPLICATIONS are being re
or 753-2731.
S-9-C near New Providence. Good Kiss Fibrated Asphalt Altuni- grain bed. Phone 753-1977.
tion. Phone 753-3018.
S-5-C for any debts other than our calved in the nursing office for
cattle farm with good fences num. Let us show you how easy
own, as of this date Aug. 23, four week training class for
1967
BY OWNER - three-bedroom and ponds.
AUSTIN-HEALY 3,000 TWO-BEDROOM trailer, air con- 1969. Signed: Henry
to apply, how it stops leaks and
and Ina nurses aides at the Murray-Calbrick home, 31 ft. by 61 ft., on 108 ACRES on blacktop road. does the job for only 3 cents a Mark DI. White convertible, ditioned.' Utilities paid.
Adults Sledd.
HS-5-C loway County Hospital to belarge lot. All electric, central 40 acres bottom land, 14 acres square foot. Ask about the spec- mint condition. Will consider only. Phone 753-7233.
5-5-C
gin on September 22. Testing
Keeneland
any
heat.
Suband
reasonable
air
offer. Phone
corn base, 1 acre tobacco base. ial 20 gallon drum price. Hughand interviewing will be done
753-4996.
division. $23,000.00. Phone 753- $125 per acre.
S-5-C
HELP
WANTED
Paint
Store,
es
401 Maple St.
HELP WANTED
on September 22 between 8:30
Sept. 13-C 195 ACRES with approximately
7525.
Oct-3-C
a. m. and 2:00 p. m. RequireFORD
1962
extra
Galaxie
500,
one mile blacktop frontage. 60
ments for applicants are as IcaGRAIN DRILL Cultipacker and clean, V-8, automatic transmisROACHES
NEAR SCHOOL, hospital, gro- acres bottom land, 23 acres corn Bush-Hog disc. Phone 753-4892. sion. Call 436-2323.
lows: Age 18 to 50, high school
8-4-C
Carry Germs
base.
Running
water.
$135 per
cery and church nice 2-bedroom
graduates
preferrable OT at
Vinson Tractor & Imp. Co.
SPIDERS
CHEVROLET
two-ton
rock house with garage attach- acre.
least two years of high school,
S.6-C 1955
Are Poison
LOTS:
truck with 12 ft. grain bed and
ed, large lot, shade and shrubstatement from physician that
TERMITES
bery. Owner moved out of town, TWO residential lots near uni- ELECTRIC POLES, 35 to 45 feet hoist. Good condition. Phone
applicant is in good health and
Eat Your Home
versity,
at 19th and Calloway. long. These are almost new 753-4767.
will sacrifice for $12,500.
S-54
references.
5-6-C
Many other fine building sites creosoted poles will be
5.8 ACRES with about 650 ft.
deliverLocally owned and operatto
choose
from
in
Westwood,
WANTED:
Kitchen help, mosted for $12.50 each. Call Lynn
highway frontage, one acre
IN MEMORY
ed
for 20 years. We can be
Kingswood, Plainview, Fair- Robinson 489-3801
ly short order preperation.
Applications for employment now being accepted,
woods on main highway about
or 489-2341. In memory of J. Ottis Patton
reached 24 hours a day.
view,
Lynwood,
Panorama
Hours
2:30
p.
m.-8:30
p.
m.
If
five miles out, only $6,800.
S-5-C who passed away September 4,
If you are interested in regular work, with advancement
interested call 7534575 for inCall Today For FREE
ABOUT 70 acres on Kentucky Shores, Locust Grove and Haopportunities, job security, good working conditions,
1968. We lost a loving companzel.
CARPETS
a
fright?
Make
terview.
them
5-10-C
InspoctIon
Lake, hog fenced, 2 good springs
competive wages plus many other employee benefits,
TO BUY, see us. To sell, list a beautiful sight with Blue ion, a precious Daddy, a thotPitons 733-3914
ad well, $8,000. Possession with
ughtful
loving
and
Daddy
Pet
WANTED:
Company,
;
for
Feld
by
the
Part-time
as:
such
office emwith us.
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
Member Chamber of
He knevelthe meaning of love
ployee, afternoons starting at
YOUNG Realty, 4th $1. Big K.
S4C
Commerce and Builders
ACRES wooded building lot
lived
and
every
day
home
it
at
four p. m. for approximately
and Maple Streets. Office phone
Hospital surgical insurance for employee
Association. LCP-195
on Highway 94 near lake. Only
four hours and Saturday morn753- 7333. Home phones: Fulton ROLL-A-WAY bed. Call 753- and with his fellowman.
$2,200.
Love
suffereth
long
7154.
and
is
family
his
and
ings.
Must
S-4-C
be
fast typist. Reply
Young 753-4946, R. B. PatterGALLOWAY INSURANCE &
kind. Love envieth not. Love
to Box 32-K, Murray, Ky.
son 438-5697, Ishmael Stinson 17 FT RUNABOUT
with 80 hp. vaunteth not itself, is not puffReal Estate Agency, Murray,
753-1534.
S-6-C
Johnson motor, with convertible
Life insurance for employee.
Ky. Phone 753-5842.
S-5-C
H-S-6-C top for boat and winter canvas ed up, cloth not behave its self
unseemly.
110 x 200 ft LOT on South cover, trailer, Coast Guard apSeeketh not its own, Is not
Nine paid Holidays each year.
Probably the longest beaver
18th Street. Nice shade trees. proved accessories and ski easily provoked, Taketh not acPhone 753-3911
dam recorded was one measuring
equipment.
Also
15
ft.
Starcraft count of evil, Rejoiceth not in
LOST & FOUND
Phone 753-6499.
S-10-C
fishing boat with 25 hp. John- unrighteousness, But rejoiceth
2,140 feet located on the JefLiberal vacation schedule.
LOST: Man's gold watch with
Located 100 So. 1311i N.
son motor. Must sell immed- with the truth. Beareth all
ferson River near Three Forks,
black face. Left at tennis court,
iately. Leaving town. Phone things, Believeth all things,
Mont.
II P•14-C
City Park, Monday night. Re- TWO-BEDROOM brick home, 753-6662.
Retirement and pension program.
S-5-C Hopeth all things, Endure,th all
* * *
air
conditioned,
electric
ward. Call 753-8377.
heat,
S-5-C
automatic dish washer, large TV ANTENNA with rotor in things, Love never faileth.
The Five Civilized Tribes in
.1"
Mrs. Ottis Patton
LOST: Small gold billfold con- carport and utility room, sit- good shape. Call Pearl Kelso
Plus other benefits.
When completed, the 41,000'
Oklahoma history are the CheroZann and Lexie Ray
taining papers and pictures ting on extra large lot with 753-3308.
S-5-C
kee,Chocktaw,Chickasaw, Creek mile federal interstate Highway.
Karyn and Latetia Ray
You may obtain an application by writing to Emvaluable to owner. Lost in city water. Located approxiSystem will be the longest in:::
and
Seminole Tribes.
1T I
downtown Murray, Saturday af- mately five miles from Murray GOOD USED Frigidaire refrigployment Manager, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., P.O.
terconnected superhighway net* * *
ternoon, August 30th. $10.00 on Highway 121. Call 753-6662 erator. Phone 753-3974, S-5-C
Box 570, Union City, Tenn., 38261, or pick one up from
work in the world.
reward, no questions asked. Call
S-5-C STOCK RACKS, like new for
* * *
Lake
Texoma
on
Gatehouse
the
at
factory
Oklahoma's
entrance.
the
owner collect, Mrs. W. L Me%-ton Chevrolet truck, short
southern border covers 93,080
Gary 1-901-452-0790 after 4:00
California has 58 counties ot
bed. Also wanted to buy stock
acres.
p. m. or mail to home address TWO-BEDROOM house and lot
rack for %-ton Chevrolet, big
which the smallest is San Fran-*
*
*
950 North Graham, Memphis, in Hazel. Phone 492-8543 before
bed. Phone 436-2154.
cisco with only 45 square
S-5-P
Tenn.
S-5-C
&AP 5:00 p. m.
* 0*
A total of 28,800 unWHITE electric Kenmore stove.
employed
were
registered
in
Good condition. $35.00. Phone
Alabama ranks fifth nation;
Norway at the end of January.,
NOTICE
753-3574.
NOTICE
5-5-C
ally in peanut production.
1969.
USED SPINET Piano. Also practice pianos. Lonardo Piano Co.
Your complete music store, across from post office. Paris,
The three things to look for in buying a Color TV:
Tenn.
S-8-C
1. SERVICE - Bob Randolph.
HE JUST DROVE OFF, SLATS.'!
THAT DIRTY, NO-X HE SAYS THERE'-•
2. PERFORMANCE
Only total automatic color on
BALDVVIN PIANOS and organs
TOOK
C)44ICKLE;
TWO
MORE
'
OOD,LOW-DOWN OUGHTA BE A
I
G
HI,OLD-TIMER HOPE I GOT
Rent or buy. Lonardo Piano Co.
CHAIRS OFF M' HANDS.'
the market.
CROOK!!HE WAS DISCOUNT FOR,
HERE BEFORE THAT CITY
Your complete music store.
TOO CHINTZY T'
BUYiN' 'EM
3. NAME BRAND - Magnavox.
SLICKER, LEE JASPER,
Across from post office, Paris,
ANTE UP THE
DIRECT, SON.'
WE HAVE ALL THREE!
SHILLED YOU INTO SELLIN'
FIVE BUCKS HE SO I KNOCKS
Tenn.
HIM MORE 0' YOU ANTIQUE
H-S-8-C
COME BY AND LET US SHOW YOU
HAD T' PAY ,44E,/
OFF1Z PER
ROCKERS??
WHAT WE HAVE
LI1TLE GIRLS' clothes, sizes 3
CHAIR
and 4 toddler. Excellent condition.
Priced
inexpensively.
Dixieland Center
Chestnut Street
Phone 753-4439.
S-6-C
Phone 753-7575
Itch
OLD MODEL Tappan electric
4
stove, good condition, only
4
$25.00. Call 753-5489.
S-8-C

BLACK TOP PAYIN

FOR

FOR

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

\\\\\N\‘‘

NOTICE

Here is a list of some new tar and
truck trade-ins we have to offer:

\\\\N\N\\\%\\\•\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘`.\\

EMBER 4. 1969
miesoems.04.1

PARKER FORD, INC.

s-54c

FACTORY WORK

STAGNER
CONST. CO.

Land Clearing and
Excavation

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.
UNION CITY PLANT

ruvrox

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

GLASSED
ADS
PAY!

"AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER"

Abbie 'N Slats

READY TO BUY A COLOR TV?

by R. Van Buren

LEACH'S MUSIC & T.V.

NOT
ICE
There Will Be A Mixed
Couples Meeting
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 4
AT 7:00 P.M.
All Interested Bowlers
Please Attend

Corvette Lanes

1,11. hEN FOOT runabout with
convertible top, 40 hp Johnson
motor. Phone 753-8461 or 7535558.
S-8-C
CHAROLOIS registered bull,
two years old; 3/4 heifer, three
years old; % Charolois cow, five
years old. I. R. Hillman, phone
753.2977.
8-6-P
PALOMINO MARE. Phone 7537488.
8-6-C
AUCTION SALM
AUCTION: Saturday, Sept. 6. at
1:00 p. m., at the Johnnie McCallon place in Kirksey. Will
sell old sewing machine,
jugs,
stone jars, wash kettle, bedroom suite, dinette suite.
Lots
of glass ware and dishes.
Several antique pieces. Lots
more
things too numerous to mention.
If rain sale will be the
following Saturday at same time.
S-4-P

Lil' Abner
4
114

ORLD'S

DIRTIt$____-V latIRI.

.•.

-for a
Fastbuck\ey asKed
national
the'Inter
14'illiam
with
Ciean*restlin
ni2
111
ciation o-V
Asso
Manager association(two
Thp full 'responded . produce
trreinbers)
to
challen.2,ed them\Nrestlee to
1-\e
Oeanest
Dr-t-leSt.,.
\nlorld's
the'iorlds
th
q_.,
boy ,
Garcien.
meet his
Square
caJo_
r,,,..,•,;.;,-..7.v......r..::,. INA8(3.5on
cl
'

by Al Capp
WONDER

WHOEVER HE
LOYAL.
IS McGOON, L/2_ PEST;
WORLD'S VO'LLTROMP AIN'T HE?
CLEANEST GOUGE,KICK
RASSLER AN' biTE
HIM INTO
?
%MUSE!
WHO THI
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Today For
SEEN BAIEARD . ..Funeral
Mrs. Humphreys
(Continued From Poo* Outol
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built, an apartment house nearThe funeral for Mrs. Jenny
ly complete on the outside
Coleman Humphreys was heal
today at two p.m. at the chaThe lot next to Frank Ryan pel of the Bla)ock-Coleman
cleaned off.
Funeral Home with Dr. H. C.
Chiles and Rev. Loyd Wilson
...Mourice Ryan fixing up the officiating.
front of his store. The front of
Serving as pallbearers were
his store is wider by the Width Jamie Trevathan, Shannon Ellof the stairs which were remov- is, Jerry Bowden, Charles Johned. Bertha Jones is no longer son, Charles Caldwell, and
in business up stairs over Mau- Houston Carrico. Burial was in
rice. Oliver Cherry will utilize the Murray 'Memorial Gardens
this area with a hole being cut with the arrangements by the
in the wall up stairs.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Mrs. Humphreys of 807
Gerald Lumley has his art work North 18th Street, age 46, died
on display at the Murray Art Tuesday at the University of
Guild. He has real talent.
Kentucky Medical Center, Lexington.
Murray High meets Fulton
Survivors are her husband
County here tomorrow night, D. T. (Buddy) Humphreys; fathso ready or not fall is on the er and stepmother, Mr. and Mrs.
way.
J. W. Coleman; two daughters,
Mrs. Bill Adams, Jr., and Mrs.
The :oven most important words Larry Ragsdale; two sister:,
in the English language are: Mrs. Rex Diuguid and Mrs. Ora
I made a mistake and I'm sor- Lee Farris; brother, Loman
ryColeman.
The six most important words
are: You did a very good job
The five most important
words are: And what is your
opinion? ,
The four most important
words are: How can I help?
(Continued From Poos 1)
The three most important
words are: I appreciate you.
ing of the graduate programs at
The two most important Murray State.
"Since becoming a university
words are: Thank you.
The least important words is: in 1966, Murray State has had
a considerable increase in the
1.
The mouth is the grocer's fri- number of undergraduate transend, the dentists's fortune, tha fers and in graduate enrollorator's pride and the fool's ment," stated Gantt.
Freshmen will arrive on the
trap.
campus Sunday, Sept. 14 for
an afternoon reception and an
evening orientation session. Orientation will continue Monday,
Sept. 15, for freshmen and
transfer students.
Registration for freshmen is
(Continued From Pais Om)
scheduled for Tuesday, Sept.
ed today to Gordon Funeral 16. Juniors and seniors will enHome in Lawrenceburg.
roll Wednesday, Sept. 17, and
Police said a westbound se- sophomores,
old
freshmen,
mi-trailer loaded with 18,000 transfer freshmen -and late appounds of shoes, boots and licants will sign up on Thursother clothing went out of con- day, Sept. 18.
trol on a curve and overturned,
Saturday, Sept. 13, has been
crushing
Montgomery's set aside for the registration
the
eastbound car within two feet of part-time students taking onof the blacktop pavement.
ly Saturday and night classes
A Washington County coron- Registration for this group will
er's jury returned an inquest be held in the ballroom of the
verdict of accidental death.
Waterfield
Student
Union
The truck driver, William S Building. All other registration
Polls, 28, Florissant, Mo., was will be held in the gymnasium
treated at Washington County of the Carr Health Building.
Hospital for minor injuries and
Classes will begin Friday,
Sept. 19.
released.
Bolls testified the pavement
was still wet from an earlier
rain when he came into the
curve and was approached by
three eastbound cars.
(Continued From Pogo Ono)
He said the front ear was
hugging the center line and intelligence analysts said, that
that he pulled over and the there would not be a consideratrailer rolled off the highway. ble power struggle in Hanoi
The trailer began "whipping" among the top 'members of the
as he pulled back onto the Communist hierarchy. However,
highway and he headed for a they expected this would be
ditch when the trailer over- fought behind the scenes withturned, Bolls said.
out affecting the general objectives for which "ajncle Ho"
had pledged to fight T protracted struggle.
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in Kien Tuong Province, communiques reported.
Spokesmen said the pilot was
forced to direct his crippled
craft to the "most desirable emergency landing site" and he
set down on Cambodian soil,
about 55 miles west of Saigon.
After the landing the helicopter burst into flames.
Five of those aboard were
able to scramble out into the
darkness, spokesmen said, hut
one mercenary died in the
flames. The fire — two U. S
crewmen and three mercenaries — were injured.
When the injured men came
under automatic and small
weapons fire, the other two
helicopters in the flight landed
at the crash site and their passengers-were 'discharged to provide security. They killed two
Communist soldiers in an eh
change of fire, spokesmen re
ported.
The injured men from the
downed helicopter were evacu
ated by a medical helicopter
and the remainder of the Allied force crossed back into
Kien Tuong Province, carrying
with them the bodies of the
two Communist soldiers and a
captured Chinese Communist
AK47 rifle, spokesmen said.
Communiques reported eight
Americans died Tuesday when
their AC47 gunship, a modified
version of the old C47 cargo
plane which is equipped with
miniguns and used to support
ground troops, crashed 35 miles
northeast of Saigon. Spokesmen
said cause of the crash was unknown.
Seven Americans, including
four crewmen and three passengers, were killed Wednesday, spokesmen said, when
Communist groundfire downed
a U.S. Army "Huey" helicopter
near Quan Loi about 66 miles
north of Saigon.
The U.S. Command today announced 185 Americans were
killed on Vietnam battlefields

New Providence
Club Rides Friday
The New Providence Riding
Club will ride on Friday, September 5, at 7:30 p.m. at the
icting ring.
Regular riding classes will
e featured and the concession
land will be open.

Black & Brown
Traditional good looks in your choice of styles
Easy-care vinyl uppers, longwearing injection sole
(Imported)
SIZES: 8 1/2- 12, 12 1/2- 3

during the week ending last
Saturday. Another 1,057 were
wounded_ The figures for the
previous week were 190 killed
and 1,367 wounded.
South Vietnamese losses last
week were placed at 354 killed
and 966 wounded, compared to
398 killed and 928 wounded the
previous week. Communist killed last week were listed as 2,•
493.
Communist forces carried out
11 rocket or mortar attacks in
South Vietnam overnight,
spokesman said. Reports said
two 120mm rockets fired into
Hue, the former imperial capital 390 miles northeast of Sai
gen, killed one child, wounded
10 other Vietnamese civilians
and a soldier, and destroyed
houses.
•
The 2 a.m. attack was the
first shelling of the northern
coastal city, Vietnam's third
largest with a population of
150,000, in three weeks....

Cit
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Princeton
Marine Dies
In Vietnam
WASHINGTON
— The
name of a Kentucky Marine was
among those of 17 servicemen
Identified by the Defense Department Wednesday as killed
in action. He was Cpl. Ralph
M. Hooks, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph E. Hooks, Princeton.
Cp. Hooks, 20, was a 1967
graduate of Caldwell County
High School.
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BUY YOUR HUNTING UCENSE AT BIG 11!
We Gladly Exchange Or Refund
Any Item BougH At Big K.
Free Parking
753-8777
Save Your Tickets And
Sales Slips.
Big K Gives 33 I/3 % Discount On All Film Service.

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

9-9 Week Days
1-6 Sundays
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